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À,BSTRACT

Descriptive sensory anal-ysÍs was carried out to
identify and quantÍfy the characteristics of appearance,

flavor and texture of 22 samples of Guate¡nal-an black beans,

A l-0-member trained panel ídenlified 10 attributes as

representative of the sensory properties of the bean

sarnples, They were, darkness of color, degree of spLitting,
beany flavor, beany aftertaste, bit,ternessr cotyledon

particle size, hardness, cohesiveness, seed coat toughness

and chewiness. Storage tÍne and condÍtions, type of bean

and growing Iocation were identÍfied as factors affecting
the sensory characteristics of the beans.

Significant sample effects (p<0,001) , with F-values

ranging from 9,25 lo 40,84 were found for aLl the sensory

attributes evaLuated, Good discrimination anong the samples

r¿¡a s obtaÍned based on the attributes selected by the

panelists, Highly significant correLations (p<0,001) were

found between beany flavor and beany aftertaste (0.84), as

weLL as betv¡een cotyledon particle size and hardness (0,65),

cohesiveness and hardness (-0.47 ) and cohesiveness and

particl-e size ( -0 , 58 ) . Correlations (p<0 , 001 ) were also

found between darkness of col-or and hardness (0,37 ) ,

darkness of col-or and particle size (0,33) and darkness of
color and chewiness (0, 26 ) . These four characteristÍcs
(darkness of color, hardness, particle sÍze and chewiness)
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were affected by storage conditions, Five components, which

accounted for 908 of the varÍance among the samples/ were

extracted by PrincipaL Conponent À¡alysis (pCA) . Component

one (cotyledon texture), component two (flavor), component

three (seed coat), component four (cotor) and component

five (bitterness ) accounted for 24.9t, 18.7t, 13,9t, 11.88

and 10.3t of the variance, respectivel-y,

OveralL acceptability of the sanples was determined by

an in-house panel of 30 untrained judges. The samples

stored for long periods under suboptimal condÍtions were

significantly less acceptable (p<0,05) than aLI the other
samples. Texture played a major role in determining

acceptabil_ity, Highly significant negative correlations
(p.0.00f) were found between hedonic scores and hardness 1-

0.88), hedonic scores and particle size (-0,93) and hedonic

scores and chewiness (-0.83), Cohesiveness and hedonic

scores were positiveJ-y correlated ( 0.91) , Equations to
predict hedonic ratings from attribute scores were developed

using st,epwise multiple regression and maximurn R2

procedures. Very good predictabiJ.ity was possible using

scores for cotyledon partÍcle size (X1) and for chewiness

(XZ), The predictive equation derived was:

Acceptability (hedonic rating)= 10.89 - (0.17)x1 - (0.22)x2

with an t2 of 0,9I.



The prediction of hedonic ratings based on the five
factors obtained from PCA was also performed. The equation

including the five factors as predÍctors had an 12 of 0,88,

lower than the 12 obtained with the equation incJ.uding two

sensory variabLes (chewiness and partÍcIe size), These

resul-ts indicate that it should be possible to predict
consumer acceptability on the basis of a limited number of
attribute scores determíned by a well trained sensory paneJ-.



SUMARIO

enálisis cuan!itativo descriptivo se Il-evó a cabo para

identificar y cuant,Íficar las características de apariencia,
sabor y textura de 22 muestras de frijol negro cuj_tivados en

Guatemala, Un grupo de 10 panelistas entrenados, identificó
10 atributos como representativos de las propiedades

sensoriales de Las muestras de frÍ joJ.. Estos atributos
Ídentificados son! oscuridad de color, proporción de granos

reventados, sa}:or a frijolf sabor residuaL a frijol , sabor

amargo / tanaño de partícula deL cotiledcín, dureza ,

cohesividad, dureza de cáscara y masticabilidad. EI tiempo

y las condiciones de almacenamiento, eI tipo de frijol y Ia
Iocalidad de su producción fueron factores que afectaron Ias

características sensoriaLes del fri jol.

Se encontrci un efecto signÍficativo de muestras

(p<0,001), con un valor F entre 9,25 y 40.84 para todos fos

atributos sensoriales evaluados, Se obtuvo una

discriminación adecuada entre las muestras, en base a Ios

atributos seleccionados por los panelistas. Se encontraron

correlaciones altamente significat.ivas (p<0.001) entre sabor

a frijol y sabor residuê1" a frijoJ_ (0,84) asi como entre
tamaño de partícula de1 cotileddn y d.ureza (0.66), entre

cohesividad y dureza (-0,47 ), y entre cohesÍvidadd y tanaño

de partícula (-0,58). Tambidn se encontraron correlaciones

(p<0,001) entre oscuridad deL color y dureza (0.37 ) ,

V.L ].



oscurÍdad del color y tanaño de partícu1a (0.33), y entre
oscuridad deJ. color y masticabiLidad (0,26), Estas cuatro
características (oscuridad deI color, dureza, tamaño de

particula y mastÍcabilidad) fueron afectadas por las
condiciones de almacenamiento, Cinco componentes, euê
contribuyeron con un 90t de Ia varianza entre las muestras,

fueron obtenidos usando .A,nálisis deI Componente principal
(PCÀ) . El priner componente (textura del cotiledón¡, eI
segundo componente (sabor), el- tercer componente (cáscara),
ef cuarto conponente (color) y et quint,o componente (sabor

amargo) contribuyeron con 24,9*, 18.7t, 13.9t, 11.8t y 10.3t
de la varianza respectivamente .

La aceptabilidad generaL de Las muestras se determinó
usando un panel interno de 30 jueces sin entrenamiento. Las

muestras al-macenadas por períodos largos en condiciones
subóptimas fueron s igni f icativamente menos aceptadas

(p<0,05) que las otras muestras, Las características de

textura fueron muy importantes para determinar aceptabilidad
de Las muestras. Se encontraron correlaciones negativas /

al-tamente significativas (p<0.001) entre valores hedónicos y

dureza (-0.88), valores hedónicos y tamaño de partícuIa (-
0 .93 ) y entre valores hedónicos y masticabil_idad (-0 , g3 ) .

Se obtuvo correlacidn positiva entre vaJ-ores hedcínicos y

cohesivÍdad ( 0,91) .
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Se obtuvÍeron ecuacj_ones para predecir val_ores

heddnicos en base a puntaJes dados a características
sensoriales, usando regresión múLtiple con Los

procedimientos de paso a paso y de p2 máximo. Buena

prediccidn fue posible usand.o puntajes dados a tamaño de

partícula del- cotiledón (Xl) y a masricabilidad (X2). La

ecuación de predicción gue se obtuvo es !

Aceptabilidad (valor hedónico) = 10,89 - (0.17)X1 - (0,22)x2

con un R2 de 0.91.

La predicción de valores heddnicos en base a 5 factores
obtenidos usando PCA también se llevo a cabo, La ecuación

t.eniendo los 5 factores como predictores tiene un n2 de

0.88, eI cual es mas bajo que el- R2 obtenido cuando Ia
ecuacÍón incluyo 2 variables sensoriales (masticabilidad y

tamaño de partícula ) , Estos resultados índican que es

posibJ-e predecir aceptabÍlidad de friJol negro en base a un

número limitado de punteos dados a atributos sensoriales por

un panel bien entrenado.
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CHAPTER I

General Introduction
Grain legumes or pulses occupy an important place in

the world nutrition and economy, present world production
is estimat,ed to be 55 million netric tonnes per year (FAO,

i986). Beans account for about 25 percent of the totaL
production of pulses ( FAO, 1986 ) . In Guatemala, annual

production of beans is estimated to be 113,000 metric tonnes

per year (FAO, 1986 ).
Beans, as weLl as other legume foods, predomÍnate in

the diets in Latin Àmerica. They constitute traditÍonal
food in the diets of subtropical and tropical areas (INCAP,

1969). The conmon dry bean, phaseolus vuJ-garis, is the

legume consumed in greatest quantity in the world as a

whoIe, Beans are of particular importance in Central and

SouÈh Àmerica where corn and beans are the most impoïtant
staple foods consumed by the population.

ln Guatemala, black beans are consumed by almost, 95t of
the population. They are high in proteín (Bressani et aL,
1961) as weLl as good sources of iron, calcium, magnesium,

phosphorus, and B vÍtamins (Bressani et aL t Lg54f de Moraes

and AngeJ-ucci, 1971). Since beans are one of the most

sÍgnificant food products for Guatemalans, avaiJ-ability and

cooking quality of beans is very important. Decrease in the

availability of this product, because of unacceptability
among consumers, is high. Losses of beans from the time of



harvestf due to insect infestation and deteriora!ion due to
improper storage, have been estimated at between 25 and 60t

of the tot,al- production. Efforts to introduce new high-
yielding varieties, some with better nutrÍtional- value, have

often been unsuccessful_ because the improved l-ines have been

rejected by consumers. This has occurred because Iittle is
known about consumers, criteria for acceptability. It, is
important to determine quantitatÍveIy the characteristics
that consumers relate to good quaLity beans and to l-earn how

those characteristics relat,e to acceptability, With this
knowledge of consumers, requirements, varÍeties
incorporating the desired characterÍstics could be

developed.

The sensory attributes of beans have been evaluated

both instrumentally and through the use of laboratory and

consumer panels, St,udies of consumers, preferences for
various types of beans have also been carried out using
questionnaire techníques, Ín which consumers stated their
preferences and described the characteristics they liked and

disliked about beans. However, none of these studies have

quantitatÍveIy related the sensory attributes of beans to
their perceived accept,abi lit.y,

Better understanding of consumers, criteria for
acceptability of beans would benefit agricultural
production, breeding, post-harvest, technoÌogy and nutrition
programs, Research to define better methods to evaLuate the



quality of beans is presently being conducted by researchers
j.n Canada as weLl- as in many internatÍonal_ cenlers around

the world. The present project, sponsored by the
International DeveJ-opment Research Centre, Ottawa, has among

its objectives the development of methods for t,he assessment

of consumer acceptabiLity of beans Ín Guatemala. Knowledge

of consumers, criteria would be patticularly useful in
research programs aimed at increasing the availabÍJ.ity and

consumption of beans throughout Central .America,

The najor purpose of this study vras to use sensory

characteristics to predict the acceptability (degree of
Iiking) of samples of Guatemalan black beans, and to develop

equations t,o use for this prediction.
Specific obJectives of the study r^'ere !

l-. To identify and quantÍfy, using a trained
laboratory pane1, the sensory descriptors of
appearance, flavour and texture of Guatemalan

black bean samples using descriptive sensory

anaJ.ysis.

2, To examine the influence of storage, lype of bean

and growing location on the sensory

characteristics,

3. To cJ.assify the sensory characteristics
responsible for intersample variation into
different components using principaJ- component

analysis,



4. To determine the overall accepÈability (degree of
liking) of 22 samples of beans using an in-house
untrained panel,

To determine the most important sensory

characteristics affecting acceptabil-ity (hedonic

scores ) of the sampLes by relating the results of
the descripÈive sensory anal.ysis and the

acceptability tests using mu]-tiple regression and

principal component analysis.



CHÄPTER II
REVTEW OF L]TERÀTURE

In this chapter/ factors that affect bean qual-ity wiII
be discussed and sensory studies that have been carried out
to characterize and compare different types of common beans

wilL be reviewed. The discussion of sensory methodoLogy

will focus on descriptive sensory anaJ-ysis and methods used

to determine acceptability or Iiking. Statistical methods

to estâb1ish the relationship between sensory attributes and

acceptability of food products will also be discussed.
2,J" TAXONOMY OT BLACK BEÀNS

The black bean is a variety be]-onging to the species
Phaseol-us vul_qaris L, It belongs to the genus phaseolus

which includes all species known as ,'corünon bean,,, This
genus belongs to the tribe phaseoleae and FamiIy
L.,esuminoseae (CIÀT, 1985). The region of its origin is
possibly South Ämerica, Com¡non beans are considered one of
the most ancient crops of the worLd. They are the most

important food Legumes in Latin America and parts of Africa,
Phaseolus vulqaris is potymorphic, It shows great

variation in vegetative characterÍstÍcs, flower co]or, size,
shape, color of pods and seeds (Kayf i979). On the basis of
growth form it can be classified as bush tlzpe or dwarf and

vine type or climber. The bush tl¡pe has strong stems; its
height ranges from 30 to 50 cm, The bl_ooming period is
short and all the pods are ripe at the same time. The vine



type or clÍmber has a stem which grows more than two meters,

It usual-Iy grows around a stick or another plant (CIAT/

1985). In Guatemala it grows around the corn pl-ant, The

blooming period is longer and the pods are not ready to be

harvested at the sane time (Kay/ l-979),

In Guatemala, beans from these two growth forms and

from some intermediate growth forms are cuLtivated. The

principal growing regions are Chimal-tenango (middle of the
country), Juliapa (east), and peten (north), Generally,
there are two harvest times in t,he yeari one in Àugust and

one in November, peten, however, presents a variation and

beans are harvested in ApriJ. (Garcia, 19Bg).

Most of the beans grown in Guatemala are ,'criollo,, or
native varieties that the farmers have saved from harvest to
harvest. frnproved varieties, introduced by the Institut,e of
Àgricul-tural Science and TechnoLogy (ICTA), are also grown

by the farmers (CIAT, 1985).

2.2 FACTORS AFFECTING QUÀL]TY OT BEANS

A number of agronomic and environmental factors have an

influence on bean quality, GenetÍc variation, environmentaL,

soil and handling factors related to growÍng location,
storage conditÍons and duration of storage as well as

chemical composition (moisture contentf fat, protein, ash

and phytic acid) are factors that affect the general quality
and cookability of dry beans (proctor, 1985).

2,2,I Effect of Genetic Variation



Differences among cuLtivars of beans growrr at one

location and harvested and handled in an identi_ca1 manner

have been reported (Ghaderi et aI . I J"gg|; proctor, 19g5;

Voisey and Larmond, 1971) , Voisey and Larmond (1971)

assessed the cooking time of four cultivars of navy beans,

.AJ.I sampì.es were grown in the same 1ocation, treated in the
same manner and tested when fresh. Several instrumentaL
measurement,s of texture indicated that two of the samples

cooked sÍgníficantly faster than lhe others, Ghaderi et al,
(1984) found a significant difference anong cultivars of
navy and pinto beans, grown in the same Location, for seed

weightr components of dry bean co1or, weight of soaked

beans, texture and processed bean moisture, They reported
that while genetic composition of the breeding Iines and

cul-tivars is a major determinant of quality, other factors
such as environmental influences and processing procedures

play important roles.
2,2,2 Effec! of crov¡ing Location

The effec! of growing location is the resu]-t of the
Ínteraction of many variabLes, including seeding date,
harvest date, soil type, climatic condÍtions ¿ crop
trea!ment, harvest conditíons and post-harvest treatment
(Proctor, 1985). Ghaderi er a1. (f984) reported a highly
significant effect of Iocation when studying cultivars of
navy and pinto bean (phaseolus vulsaris L,) grown at three
different Iocations in Michigan, proctor and Watts (19g7)



compared the cookability of three cultivars of navy beans,

Seafarer, Fleetwood and En Rico 23, grown at three l-ocations
in Maniloba, A significant effect of growing location was

found which was greater thên the effect of cultivar. These

results were in agreement, with the results of the studies of
Quenzer et al. (1978) and Bhatry et al_. (1983) who reporred
that differences in growing location of beans are likeJ.y to
produce greater variability in cooking time than differences
between cultivars,
2,2,3 Effect of Length and ConditÍons of Storage

Storage conditions play a major role in the problem of
poor cookability of beans (proclor, 1995). pro].onged

storage and storage at hígh temperature and high moisture
content have caused defects in the cookability of beans as

weÌl as in their sensory characteristics (Morris and Wood,

I956; Quast and DaSilva, 1977; Antunes and Sgarbierí, I979i
Jackson and Varriano-Marston, 1981; Moscoso, lggJ-; Hincks

and Stanley, 1986i Hohlberg and Stanley, LggT). Jackson and

Varriano -Marston (1981) reported that black beans (phaseol_us

vulqaris L, ) stored for Z and 14 days at 41oC and 1008 RH

required more cooking time than fresh beans and thus
paralleled cooking tímes for beans stored for more than one

year at room temperature. HohLberg and Stanley (lgg7)
stored black beans (phaseolus vuLqaris ) for 10 months under

three environmental conditions, high temperature /humidi ty
(HTHH 3 3 OoC, B5 tRH ) ; nediun tempera ture /humid i ty



(MTMH:25oC,658RH); fow temperature/humÍdity
(LTITH! 15oC,35tRH) in order to determine changes in physical
characteri s tÍc s , starch and protein and to assess their
contribution to textural defects. The hardness of cooked

beans, as measured by fnstron and OTMS nachines, was

significantly different (p.O,O5) anong the three treatments
after the thiTd nonth of storâge, HTHH, and to some extent
MTMH, storage condÍtions promoted hardness in beans. The

hardness values of beans stored under MTMH and HTHH were

similar to those previousty reported with the same tl4)e of
beans under simiLar environmental conditions by HÍncks and

Stanley (1986), Hughes and Sandsted (1975 ) sludied
cookability and darkening in seed coat col-or of California
Light Red Kidney beans stored at 1, 12 and 24oC and 30 and

80t relative hunÍdity for one year. The higher temperatures
accelerâted darkening of seed coat col-or. High relative
humidity al 24oC resul_ted in the darkest colored beans,

2,3 METHODS USED TO EVÀ],UATE SENSORY CHARACTERISTICS OF

FOOD

Sensory evaLuation is a scientific discipline whose

principles and methods have broad appl-ication over a wide

range of products. À variety of test procedures are
available for rneasuring product differences, perceived
characteristics, quality and acceptability, There are four
primary types of tests, and t,hese may be cLassified as
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affective, discrimination, descriptive and quality tests
(SideI et aL. , 1980 ) , Descriptive and affectíve methods,

which have been used Ín the present study, are briefly
described in the following sectÍons,

2 .3 .I Descriplive Ànalysis

DescrÍptive analysis is the process of describing the
perceived sensory characteristics of a product. It is a

sensory descript,ion, taking into account al_I sensations that
are perceÍved - visual, olfactory, auditory, kinesthetic_
when the product is evaluated (Stone and SideI, 19g5 ) ,

DescxiptÍve analysis is a valuable tool for providing
information on appearance, aroma, flavor and/or texture of
food products (cÍllette, 1984 ).

In this technique, snaÌl_ groups of highly trained
judges, who are thoroughly familiar with the product,s
sensory characteristics and who can accurately and precisely
communicate their perceptÍons, develop adject,ives to
characterize the quåIitative properties of the product
(Pangborn, 1986), Under the guidance of an experienced

leader, the group develops explicit terninology, with
corresponding definitÍons, Judges convene in open discussion
to generate and define terms and standardize test procedures

(cillelte, 1984 ) ,

The training period is a very important step in
descriptive analysis. Training optimises the chances of



being able to characterize qualities consistentl_y and of
findÍng differences (Land and Shepherd, 1994). For accuracy
and efficiency, the test product should be described with as

precise and concise a list of adjectives as possible, To

increase reliabÍlity, standards corresponding to each

descriptor should be avaiLable during testing to anchor

terms to known stimuli (pangbornr 19g6), It is Ímportant to
define the terms to use for the evaluation.

The selectíon of panelists is made accordÍng to
performance during participat,ion in group sessions and

according to abilíty to describe attributes of lhe test
samples, reproducibly, Reliability and consistency are
important for the selection of the panelists who wiLl
participate in the testing of the samples (Larson_powers and

Pangborn, 1978 ) ,

Àfter the panelists have been selected and trained, the
next step is to have them evaluate the samples. It is
recom¡nended that the analytical test be conducted in
isol-ation, using separated booths to avoÍd distraction and

socialization. fn general, 4 or 5 samples are presented in
each evaLuation session. Land and Shepherd (1994) suggested

that if too many samples are presented, the subjects will
become fatigued, both in the physiological and sensory

Replications of the evaluations are recommended for
descriptive analysis, Stone et al-. (1990) suggested that



subject and panel reliabiJ-ity be nonitored by evaluating
replicated responses within each study, as an integral
component of the data analysis. schutz and DamrelL (1974)

reported the use of two replications in the descriptive
anaJ.ysis of the sensory characteristics of rice,

The intensity of each characteristÍc selected is
evaluated in the different sampJ.es using unstructured or
category scales, Unstructured scales have been widely used

(Feria-Morales and pangborn, 1983; Sanford et âf, , 19gg;

Piggott and Jardine t L979 i Dos Santos carrutí/ 1991), This
type of scale usuaLly has verbal anchors at the ends and

occasionaJ-Iy, al-so at the midpoint, The assessor is
instructed to mark the line at a poínt appropriate to his
perception. Category scales have al-so been used (Noble and

Schmit, 1981) .

2,3.L 1 Methods for descriptíve analysis
The first, and best-known method for descriptive flavor

analysis is the ,,f l-avor profile" developed by the Arthur D,

Little Co, Described in detail by Cairncross and Sjostron
(1950), the method has been reviewed by Cairncross (1979)

and Miller (1978). Small groups of highly trained judges

are used to evaluate aroma, f ]avor-by-mouth, feeling factors
and aftertastes of products.

ModeLled afler the fLavor profile, the texture prof il-e
was developed by General Foods Corporation (CivilIe and

Szczesniak, f973 ) . The method consists of a detailed
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sensory analysis of the textural complex of foods in terms

of mechanical, geometrical, fat and moisture
characteristics.

Various investigators have nodified or endeavoured to
improve the descrÍptive nethods to make them more applicable
to particular uses or to overcome basÍc LÍmitations (Cross

et aI , , I9'18 i Larson-powers and pangbornf t97g; Schutz and

Damrell, I974),

Quantitative descriptive analysis is a statistical
approach developed by the Tragon Corporation (Stone et aL./
1984). High1y trained judges develop terms as a group, then

assign intensities individuaLly on a unstructured scale,
When appropriate, data fron descrj-ptive analysis panels

can be analyzed statistically by use of com¡non statistical
methods (cillette, 1984 ) , MUJ-tÍvariate stati s ti ca L

treatment of data obtained from descriptive analysis is
highty recom¡nended (pangborn, 1986 ) . Appl-ications of
mul-Èivariate analyses of descriptive f l_avor and texture
terns have been presented by Toda et al , (1971), Clapperton

and Piggott (1979) and McLel]an et aI. (1984).

2,3.L 2 Appi.icatÍon of descrj_ptive analysís

Descriptive analysis methods have a wide range of
applicatÍons. In product deveLopment, they provide a

description of the sel_ected product and/or competitive
products. In storage testing, descriptive analysis,
provides a basis on which changes can be evaluated. For
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process deveJ_opment, descriptive analysis describes the
target product. Laboratory samples are compared to the
target and the scaled-up product is monitored, In quality
conÈrol-, descriptive analysis could be used to identify the
sensory Limits for a product as well as to track long_term
trends (GiIlette, 1984 ) , Descriptive anal-ysis results
provide a base for determining the sensory characteristics
that are important to acceptance and al_so an aid in
identifying underlying Íngredíents and process variables
(Stone and Sidel, 1985).

2,3,2, Acceptance Tests

Acceptance and/or preference of food products are
¡neasured by affective sensory tests. Affective tests are
sensory tests based on preference, pJ.easure _ dÍspleasure
and like - dislike (Ellis | 1"967\, Affective tests use

untrained panelists (consumers) selected to represent target
or potential- target populations (Anonymous, 19g1), The use

of Laboratory acceptance tests and the measure of acceptance

using hedonic scaLes wÍ11 be described in the folLowing
sections.

2,3,2,L. Laborat,oxy acceptance tests
In-house laboratory acceptance testing represents the

most controlled envíronment in which to conduct acceptance

tests. I,¡it.hin the laboratory testing area one can control a

number of environmental variables (odor, Iight, tenperature
and humidity, etc.), a nunber of stimulus variables (serving
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temperature, portion size, etc,), and the degree of social-
interaction (isolation booths, group table settings, etc,),
Howeverf as it is the case with all laboratory research as

compared with field research, realism is sacrificed for
control (MeiseLman, 1984 ) , fn-house testing normally
utiLizes laboratory personnel of the research organization.

Cl-aims made in the literature vary regarding the nunber

of panelists needed to neasure acceptance or preference,
EIIis (L967) considered that at 1east 24 consu¡ners were

required for smaLl J.aboratory or pilot consumer studies.
Abbot (1973) considers that at Least 3O panel.ists should
participate in rough product screening, Moskowitz (19g3)

stated that panel size can vary from 20 - 1000 panelists
depending on availability and cost.

Some advantages of in-house paneLs ares the panel-ists
are accessible; controJ- can be exerted over producÈ

preparation, sample portion size, serving temperaturef and.

time spent between presentalion of samples, In_house panels
are less costly than large scale consumer panels and need

less time, because testing is done in the laboratory and

many samples can be presented and evaluated in a short
period of tine. Use of in-house panels makes it, possible to
eval-uate multipte prototl¡pes prior to consumer testing.

MÍxed views have been published on the difficulties of
correlating in-house panels with ]arge scale consumer tests
(EIlis , 1-967 ) Kiehi. and Rhodes (1956 ) reported the
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effectiveness of a laboratory paneJ. in predicting consuner

panels resul"ts, when the acceptabiJ_ity of beef Ioin steaks

were evafuated, Pearce (1980 ) , found a high leveL of
agreement between internal sensory paneL and consumer panel

using a hedonic scale for a food product eval_uated during a

two year period, Comparing the results of both testsf a

correLation coef f j.cient of 0,98 with an extr-..reì.y high IeveJ.

of predictability was found, On the other hand, pangborn

and Dunkley (1964) found that laborarory panel judgîents did
not corrèspond well with consumer ratings of acceptability
in the field, They conctuded that the l_aboratory panel

resul-ts agreed in direction but not in magnitude with
consumer panel ratings, Calvin and Sather ( 195g ) also
reported that student laboratory panels and home consumer

panels, carried out to evaluate the preference of different
products, agreed in direction but not in magnitude.

According to pearce (1990 ) several factors must be

controlled Èo obtain consistency between internal acceptance

testing and external consumer testings it is necessary to
have a consÍstent product for both Laboratory and consumer

tests; it is Ímportant to have consistent scaling techniques

for both the internal and exÈernaL t.esling; the Judges

participating in the internal and external panels must be

representative of the target population, The test design

for both in-house and Iarge scaLe consumer tests must be

compatible.



2,3,2,2. Methods of measuring food acceptance

The most common methods of measurÍng accept,ance are

ranking, paired comparison and rating scales (peryam et aL. I

1960). Ranking methods are easÍIy appJ_ied and interpreted
(Peryam and Pilgrim, 7957), paired comparison tests are

widely used probabLy because of their simpl-Ícity.
Various rating scaLes have been developed for preference

testing. The best known rating scale is the 9-point hedonic

scale, This scale, deveJ-oped by the euartermaster Food and

Container Institute (peryam and pilgrim, IgSj ) has been a

major tooL for measuring food acceptabiLity, This scaÌe

cornprises nine categories which range from ',disl-ike
extremeLy" to ,'Iike extremely,' (Moskowitz and Sidel , LgTL),

Peryan and Pilgrin (1957) reported that the hedonic scaLe

measured preference and acted as a predictive measure of
acceptance, measuring the ',pLeasure,' component of the
"consumption with pleasure', of acceptance. piggott, (1992)

stated that acceptability can be measured in different ways

and one of them is the degree of 1iking using hedonic

scal-es.

Schutz et al . (7972) | in a study relating carrot
texture attributes to hedonÍc ratings, used a 42-mernber

untrained consumer panel to rate degree of J.iking of carrot
texture. A 7-point scale anchored at the ends with phrases

"dislike a Lot" and "Iike a l-ot" was used..

Advantages of the use of the hedonic scâl_e to measure
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acceptance ares Ít Ís able to test more samples than paired
comparison methods; it is a valid measuring instrument; it
is easily explained to panelísts (Horsfield and TayIor,
1976). The scale is easily used in statistical analysis
such as analysis of variance and regression. It provides a

measure of degree of liking which can be rel_ated to physical
measures or sensory attribute intensity measures, to develop

functional- relationships (Moskov¿itz, 1993 ) , Some

disadvantages of the use of calegory scales (hedonic) are

that categories may not be equal (Moskowit,z and Sidel,
1971). and paneLists may not use alL points on the sca].e,

avoiding end categories (Moskowitz, L977).

2,4 SENSORY EVÀ.LUÀT]ON OF BEÀNS AND OTHER GRÀIN LEGUMES

Sensory evaluation has been used only to a timited
extent to determine and evaluat,e the sensory attributes of
beans, and their perceived acceptabil-ity among consumers.

Studies of bLack beans, whÍch are especially Iimited, wiJ.I

be discussed first, then studies using other tl¡pes of beans,

2,4,I Studies on the Sensory Characteristics of Black Beans

OnIy a few studies deaJ.ing with the sensory

characterístics of black beans (phaseoLus vuLqaris L,) have

been reported (Chanf 1988; Dos Santos Garruti and Dos Santos

Garruti, 1983; Dos Santos Garruti, l9g1) , Those studies
used descriptive analysis techniques to characterize the
texture and flavor attributes of different varieties of
Guatemalan and Brazilian black beans,
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Dos Santos carrutí and Dos Santos Garruti (J-993) used

texture profile analysis to assess the textural properties
of three varietÍes of common beans (phaseolus vulqaris L,),
Varieties Caríoca, Aroana and Rosinha G2 were stored for six
months under ambient conditions (25 L 2oC) and 65_70g RH.

Principal component analysis showed that 95.3t of the total
variation among cooked samples was represented by the axis
related to hardness and chewiness, Beans were harder and

chewier after six months of storage at ambient conditions.
Dos Santos carruti (1981) reported the use of

quantitative descriptive analysis (QDA) to characterize the
flavor of dry beans (phaseolus vulqaris L. ) of variety N4O

grown in three different locations in Brazi1. Seven trained
panelisls partÍcipated in development of fLavor descriptors
and in the evaLuation of the samples. The flavor
descriptors chosen were: natural, bitter, chemical, burnt,
sour, insect, aftertaste and overall impression. Nine_cm

unstructured line scales were used for the evaluation.
Beans grown in the three different Iocations showed hÍgh
intensity of natural flavor and intermediate intensity for
che¡nica1 flavor and overall inpression. The meaning of each

of the descriptors used for the QDA was not well defined in
this report. The terms "burnt" and ',insect fLavor', \^¿ere not
explaÍned,

Six samples of Guatemalan black beans, stored under

high temperature and high humidity conditions required



longer cooking times, were more granular ín texture and less
acceptable overal-1, than the bean samples stored under l_ow

temperature and low humidity conditions (Chanr l9g7).
2.4,2 Studies on Black Bean Acceptability

A survey aimed to obtain information about

consu¡ner practices in seLection and utilization of black
beans was carried out in Guatemala during July and Àugust¡

1985 (Watts, et aI.r198?), Data on bean utilization and on

factors influencing acceptabilÍty, were obtained from a

cross-section of 600 Guatemalan consumers. ResuJ.ts of this
survey refer specifically to the criteria and the methods

used in judging quality, both Ín the rav¿ and cooked beans.

Consumers mentioned blackness, shinÍness, and softness as

the principaJ. characteristics that they Iooked for when

assessing quaÌity of raw beans. When consumers were asked

about the principaJ- characteristics of good quality cooked

black beans, approxinately 608 of the respondents mentioned

high degree of splitting (broken in the middJ-e),

spreadability, doughiness, sponginess and softness I as most

important .

Bressani and Elias (1979) stated that in Latin America,
coloured beans are greatfy preferred to white coated beâns,

by all populations, Seed-coat color is an important
agronomic character determining the marketability of a dry
bean variety in relation to geographic area. people in a

Iocation have a specific preference for a certain color



(Moh, 1971) . Because of lheir seed-coat color, the
cultivation of black beans is limited in many areas

(Yglesias I 1964),

Silva et al. (1981) reported the evaluation of color,
texture, flavor and overa.Ll acceplability of cooked black

turtle soup beans (phaseolus vulqaris L, ), variety T-39,

Samples were soaked in different nedia (distilled water, tap
water, 0.58 sodium bicarbonate solutíon and a combination of
four sodium solutions ) , They were canned and processed at
100 and 121oC, Sampl-es were evaluated by an Ín-house

acceptability paneL of 20 Judges using a fuJ.Iy structured 9-
point rating scale ranging from L=excellent to 9=extremely

poor. The results showed that a1l quality parameters

improved as cooking tine increased, The combined salt
soLut.ion inparted a dark black color to the beans and

maintained the integrity of the cooked beans, Those factors
Ied to best sensory ratings for the salt cornbination

sol-utions. The "overaLl acceptability" rating of cooked

beans had t,he highest positive correlation with flavor
(r=0,97), texture was next,, with r-0.95.
2 ,4 ,3 Studies on the Sensory Characteristics of

Different Types of Dry Beans

Because of the small number of reports in the

Iiteralure regarding black beans, we wiII now refer to
reports discussing sensory description and accèptabiLity
evâl-uatÍon of other varieties of phaseol_us beans,
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2,4,3 ,1 Ànalytical studies

A study to determine texture and flavor characteristics
of different varieties of dry beans stored under different
conditions was reported by Morris and Wood (1956). The

samples were stored at 25oC and they $¡ere adjusted to
different moisture contents (3 to 16t), A trained panel

rated haxdness of cotyledon and presence of off flavor using
7-point category scaLes ranging from ?=soft cotyledon to
L=firm cotyledon and from 7=no off flavor to l=much off
flavor. Beans in the Lower moisture range of 4 to l0t
maintained lheir quality. Samples stored at the highest
moisture content were rated as having the most firm
cotyledon and the strongest off flavor.

Uebersax and Bedford (1980) reported the evaluation of
texture, fLavor and acceptability of navy beans (phaseoJ.us

vulqaris ¡ stored at 55, 70 and g5oF under j5t 79, 96, 93 and

100t reLative humidities, RankÍng method and a category
scal-e were used for texture evaLuation, Bean firmness
increased with increased relatíve humidity, storage time and

temperat,ure. Maxj.num firmness was found in beans stored for
84 days at 29oC (85oF) and 93 and 1009 reLatíve humÍdity,
FLavor was evaluated by 16 panelists using a five point
difference in flavor scale and a reference sanpLe. The

samples were evaluated in terms of ,,no dif ference,, to
"extreme flavor difference" frorn a reference sample. The

reference beans possessed normaL high quality flavor. The
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results Índicated that as storage rel-atíve humidity
increased, the ffavor difference also increased., The

samples stored at rel-ative humidÍtÍes of 93 to 100t had the
greatest flavor differences. The definition of ,,nornal high
quality" flavor in beans was not given in this report,

Dos Santos Garruti and Bourne (f995) reported the use

of texture profile analysÍs (TpA) to fulJ-y characterize the
changes in textural- propert,ies of red kidney beans stored
for six months under warm hunid condítÍons (30 and 4OoC and

80t RH) and a control sample stored at 2oC. All samples

were canned, sealed and cooked for 30 minutes, The results
indÍcated that after storage at 30 and 40oC, the texture of
cooked beans changed from a soft, moist, pasty, starchy tLpe

of texture into a hard, fracturabl_e, Iumpy, nonpasty dry
texture simíIar to that of roasted peanuts, These Last

texture qualities are characteristic of und.ercooked beans.

Hardness of beans stored at 2oC (control ) showed no change

during storage for six months. Because the samples were aLl
cooked for the same period of time, the beans stored under

warm humid conditions were probably not cooked to their
optimum degree of softness. Differences a¡nong the samples

coul-d have been a result of inadequate cooking of sorne of
the stored material,

Duran and Calvo (1986) reported the use of descripÈive
sensory analysis to describe the sensory parameters of L4

sampJ.es of navy beans, A traÍned panel of eight judges was



used. The attributes under evaluation were ! color r

integrity, hardness, skin consÍstency, graÍniness,
adhesiveness, flavor intensity and off flavor, Unstructured
Iine scal-es viith end point descriptors were used for this
eval-uation. Acceptability of the 14 sarnpres was determÍned
by an in-house untrained paneJ- of 60 peopte using a 9_point
hedonic scale ranging to 9=extremely Iike to 1=extremely
dislike. The relationship between trained panel scores and

acceptability showed that the parameters that best defined
the quality of the canned. beans were hardness, skin
consistency, graininess, adhesivenessf flavor intensity and

of f -f l-avor .

Koehler et al . (1997 ) used descriptive anaLysis to
characterize the sensory attributes of nine corunercial-fy
released cultivars of beans. Ten trained judges eval-uated

the samples for aromaf taste and texture using modÍfied
quantitative desctiptive analysis plus a rating scal-e for
overall accept,abi l- ity, The aroma characteristics evaLuated

vrere3 fragrant, fruityf beanyf green, musty, rubbery, rich,
browned and nuttyi and the taste characteristics r^rere I

sweetf beany, brothy, ,'green vegetable',, acid, sharp,
astringent, ,'old rubber" and musty. For texture the
characleristics were 3 seed coat toughness, cotyledon
hardness, graininess, mealiness, seed coat residual- and

cotyledon residual, Larger amounts of each of these
textural characteristics are considered undesírabIe in
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beans.

ln the Koehler study, the results of the reLation
bet\4een sensory attributes and acceptabiLity showed that the
most acceptabJ-e beans had sweet, nutty and rubbery tastes
and were J.acking in undesirable texture characterisÈics,
The least acceptable samples, on the other hand, were judged

to have green, astringent and hay-Iike flavor
characteristics. The firmest beans (least acceptabl-e) were

judged to have tough seed coatr grainy cotyledons and seed

coat and cotyledon residues, In this study, the evaLuation

of accept.ability was performed by a Èrained paneJ., a

practice that is not recorunended because the responses of
trained paneJ.ists might be biased by their sensory

experience, and they are therefore not representative of a

consuners population (SchutzrL988), The sane answers might

not be obtained from an untrained in-house panel- or a true
consumêr paneL

Àdams and Bedford (1975 ) stated that for evaluatÍng
quality of cooked legume seeds, eval_uations of wholeness,

consistency, flavor, coLor and texture should be made, They

mentioned fÍrmness, gumminess and adhesiveness as the

texlural parameters of beans,

Hinchcliffe et al-, (1972) used a group of seven traÍned
paneLists and a semistructured line scale to judge the

flavor characteristics on fababean flour (VÍcia faba minor),
This paneì. identified dried pea flavor and bitter aftertaste
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as the domÍnant flavor characteri stics . The presence of
nutty flavor and some bÍtterness in fababean flours was

mentioned by Vaisey et al_. (7974),

2.4,4 Studies on the Àcceptabitity of Different Types of
Dry Beans

Several studÍes using questionnaire techniques to
establish parameters that influence and determine consumers,

acceptability of beans have been reported by the

fnternational Centre for TropÍcaL Agriculture (CIAT) in Cali
Colombia (van Herpen, L983; van Herpen, 1984). In 19g3 a
survey consistÍng of sixteen inÈerviews was held among

middle/Iow class housewives in CaIi, Colombia to learn about

t.heir preferences for bean varÍeties and their attitudes
towards bean characteristics (van Herpen, 1993 ) . The

results showed that consumers in CaIi preferred red mottled
beans, big cream mottled beans and big/nedium red beans.

Important characteristics influencing the decision to buy

beans were broth qualÍty, seed color and freshness of t.he

seeds. Characteristics which were not important for 50t of
the sample but were important, for the other 50t \^¡e re ¡

price, water absorption, seed size, shape and tenderness,

The methodology used in the above survey was improved

and tested in a second survey carried out among 27

housewives in Medellin, Colombia ín 1984 (van Herpen, t9g4),

Objectives of this survey were to understand the importance

of the different characteristics Ín the decision of the
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consumer to buy a specific bean variety, and to ident,ify the
concrete preferences towards these bean characteristics.
SÈrong preference for J-arge round beans existed, The most

important characterj_ stic s taken into account when buying

beans were¡ seed sÍze, freshness I broth col_or and seed coat

thickness, In relation to seed color, a1l- bÌack and coffee
colored beans were strongly disliked by the entire
population. Because of the smaJ.l sample size, these results
may not be representative of the entire population of
middle/Iow income house-wives in these cities.

Some studies had been reported using lrained panels to
evaLuate acceptability in bean samples, Quenzer et al,
(1978) reported the use of a trained panel of nine members

to score acceptability of color, flavor, texture and

appearance aside from color of three cultivars of pinto
beans, In rel-ation to color, the medium reddish brown beans

were the most preferred, Texture evaluation showed that a

lender bean without noticeabl-e seed coats r,¡a s preferred, In

flavor, the panelists preferred a miJ.d, distinguishable
flavor. The samples of whole, plump beans received the
highest hedonic scores for appearance.

2,5 RELå,T]NG SENSORY DESCRTPTTVE ÄND ACCEPTABILITY DATA

Until recently, few studies had been published relating
the sensory parameters of a food product to Íts perceived

acceptability (Horsfield and Taylor, I9761, The abiLity to
relate the sensory characteristics of an agricultural
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product !o its palability or hedonic value woul_d be useful
in the development of new varieties. Ímprovement of the

present product, and deveLopment of more meaningful quality
control procedures (Schutz and ÐamreLl , !974), To achieve

products that have optinal sensory acceptance, the sensory

properties important to consumer acceptance must be

identified (Schutz, 1983 ).
Correlation and multiple regression techniques have

been used to relate sensory descriptive data to consumer

affective responses (Schutz, 1988). The basic principle is
that for a group of samples, a rnodel of the rel_ationship

between one regressand variable (dependent variable, eg,

hedonic response) and several regressor variables
(independent variables, eg, sensory attrÍbutes ) be

eslablished.

Sanford et al-, (1988) used regression techniques to
rel-ate trained panel attribute characteristics t.o consumer

acceptance of 15 sampJ_es of frozen peas. A trained sensory

panel, using descriplive analysis, selected 15 descriptive
sensory attributes to describe and quantify differences in
frozen peas. An in-house panel of 76 members evâIuated the

sanples for overall acceptability, principal- component

analysis (PCA) indicated that the L5 descriptive atlributes
coul-d be reduced to five uncorrelated sensory dimensions

which could be used in multiple regression. The five
dimensions produced from pCA were retated to consumer
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ratings for overal_I sensory acceptance of frozen peas, This

approach was taken because the individual sensory attributes
were too highly intercorrelated to provide st,able estinates
of regression coefficients, By includÍng the five factor
scores in the regression equation, the coefficient of
determination (R2 ) was 0.83 | indicating that the ¡nodeL

accounted for 838 of the variation in sensory acceptance,

The aulhors concluded that the model was useful for
predicting sensory acceptance of frozen peas, but that cross

val-idation and more testing was necessary,

Schutz and Damrell (1974) used correLation and stepwise

multipJ-e regression analysis to reLate 15 sensory

attributes , obtained from descriptive analysis to hedonic

scores of cooked rice. Based on the multiple regression
results, the first prediction equation included 13 of the 15

sensory attributes as predictors, The high coefficient of
determination (0,94) indicated that 949 of t,he variability
of the average hedonic ratings could be accounted for by the
13 sensory characteristics, They recognized that 13

variables for prediction is a J.arge number to utilize in
practice. fn order to provide a smaller number of variables
for prediction, the regression progran was stopped after
including five variabl-es. Schutz and Damrell Gg14)
concluded that the high mulriple R (0.90) with only five
variables indicated thaÈ this regression equation could be

used with reasonable confidence in predicting rÍce hedonic
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value as measured in this study. However, validation must

be carried out with different groups of consumers to
determine if the results obtained were similar,

Schutz and associates (1972) reported a study relating
carrot texture descriptive attributes to an in-house panel

degree of liking scores, A regression equation using

fLexibility, hardness and chewiness was found to predict B8t

of the variability in the average hedonic ratings.
According to the l-iterature revi.ewed, no studies

relating sensory attributes to the acceptability of black

beans have been reported,

2,6 MULT]VARIATE ÀN.ATYSIS METHODS

Multivariate analysis can aid us to understand the

underlying properties that are measured Ín sensory research.

According to Powers (1981), the objectives of multivariate
analysis are I

1 , DifferentÍate among products or treatments I

eval-uate the performance of judges, or effect of

other díf ferentÍations.
2, Classify various materia.Ls or attributes, brands/

treatnents or panelist,s responses,

3. Predict sensory quality.

2,6,7, PríncipaJ- Component (PCÀ) and Faclor AnaIys j-s

The function of PCA is to reduce a set of individual
items into components such that the first component has



maximum correlation with al1 the variables and accounts for

the greatest, amount of variance, the second for the second

Iargest amdunt/ etc., untj-I as much of the variance has been

accounted for as is reasonab.Le (Powers ' 1984). There are

many illustrations of the use of PCA in the l-j-terature:

Piggott and Jardine (1979 ) , classificätion of whiskies;

Horsfield and Taylor (f976 ) , classification of sensory

descriptors for meat; Novais et a.l ., (f982), classification

of texture characteristics of mashed potatoes.

Factor anaiysis is also a data reduction process but it

differs from PCA Ín that not only does it permit reduction

of a set of variab.Ies to a .lesser number of factors (Powers,

I9B4) , but it also attempts to. account for the variance of

each attribute by partitioning its variance among the

factors, It is l-ooked upon as a means of detecting

underlying structure or order among variables, which might

otherwise seem to have no elements in common, The objective

of factor analysis is to find a rel-atively smaJ-I nunber of

factors whÍch together can repJ-ace the original variabl-es

which were measured in the experiment (Powers | 1984; Ennis

et âf. , 1982 ) . WhiIe a correlation anaJ-ysis identifies

existing correl-ations, factor analysis suggests that members

of the same factor have certain elements in common (Stungis,

1,9'1 6 ) .



2,6,2 Multiple Regression .AnaLysis

In a situatj.on where a single netric dependent variable
is to be rel-ated to a set of independent variables,
multiple regression analysis shouLd be used (Stungis | 1"976),

The method investÍgates the dependence of one variable y on

several others xl ,,..,,,xp, The usual- procedure ínvolves

the determination of coefficients bo, b1,.,,,., bp in the

regression equation

Y=bo+bl xl + "' +bPxP'
It is possible to obtain the coefficíents by the

application of matrix algebra to the solution of a system of
p simuLtaneous equations to give the best fit using aLl the

variables (Powers, 1984). It usuaLl_y happens that a fit
which is almost as good can be obtained using fewer

variables, and it is of interest to know which are the most

important variables in the regression (Draper and Smithf

1981) . Stepwise regression is usual.ly performed¿ as

follows: the firs! x-variable to enter the regressÍon is
that one which gives the best fit for the simple regression
of y on a single varÍable, the next to ent,er is that one

which gives the best improvement to the fit, and so on. A

"stopping criterion" is specified so that if the degree of
improvement or reduction in the error variance is Less than

a certain amount no more variabl_es wiLl be entered (powers,

1981; Powers, 1984 ) .

Among the possible applications of regression in
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Among the possibLe applicatíons of regression in
sensory evaluation arel rel_ationship between sensory ratings
and instrument readings i prediction of consumer acceptance

based on internal paneÌ results; reJ.ationshÍp between

product cha.racteri s tics and acceptancei relationship between

process characteristics and acceptance (Korth, 1992).

The use of muLt,iple regression analysis to predict
acceptânce based on sensory characteristÍcs has been

reported (Schutz et af., I972¡ Schutz and Damrell , 1974¡

Sanford, 1988; HorsfÍeld and TayLor, 1976), Researchers

have shown that the relationship between hedonic neasures

and attribute Íntensity measures are not aJ-ways linear. Two

approaches to nonLinear reJ.ationships have been taken.

Moskowitz (1984) uses quadratic equations to fit nonLinear

variables in rnodeJ.s. Martens et aL, ( 1993 ) , contends that
whenever possible the approach should be to transform
variables to nake them linear prior to fittÍng the model.

If good predictabil-ity is obtained using linear rnodels, it
is better to use them than the quadratic equations. Lineêr
rel-ationships are considered desirable as they are easy to
understand, use and explain (Schutz, L988),
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CHAPTER III
MATER]ÀTS AND METHODS

3.1 BEAN S.A]"ÍPLES

Twenty-seven sampl-es of Guatemalan black beans

(Phaseolus vulqaris ) were obtained from growers, and from

mixed lots that had been stored at the Institute of
NutrÍtion of Central America and panama (INCAP) after having

been purchased from the government storage system (INDECA),

Different Èypes (bush and vine) and varielies of black
beans, from various growing locations were chosen. Native
varie!ies (criollos) and improved varieties introduced by

the Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology (ICTA)

were included. Beans differing in physical characteristics
and beans which had been stored for various lengths of time

under different conditions were seLected to provide a wide

range of samples with differÍng sensory characteristics.
Beans corüflon]-y considered by Guatemalan consumers to be good

quality beans and beans considered to have bad quaJ-ity

characteristics were also incl_uded, Details on the
collection, selection and storage methods will be given in
the following sections,

3.1, i.. Collection and Selection

The majority of the beans were collected from growers

in five different areas which represented the range of
growing conditions existing in cuatemalâ. These 5 areas

were¡ Chimaltenango, an area in the middle of the country
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with an altitude of 1600 m, Jutiapa and Jal_apa, regions in
the east of the country with an al-titude of 1000 m or less,
Peten, a region in the north of the country with an altitude
of approximate 600 m, and Suchitepeguez, an area in the
south of the country with an altitude of 10OO m or less
(Garcia, 1988),

At the time of purchase each farmer was interviewed by

the researcher to obtain general information about sowing,

harvesting, drying and storage of the different sarnples,

The questionnaire forrn used is shown in Àppendix l.
Based on the results of a preliminary in-house

acceptabilÍty test, sensory characteristics, availability
and agronomical background, 22 samples were selected for
evaluation in the descríptive analysis test (section 3,5,2)
and the acceptability test ( section 3.5.3). The 22 samples

are listed in Table 3.1. Each sampl_e has been identified
with a name that includes the type of bean, a Letter (A !o
A) and an indication of the seed origin. The cofitmon name

(given by the producer) of each varÍety is also included in
this tab1e, Eight,een of these 22 samples were of the bush

type and 4 were vine, 13 were native samples (criollos) and

9 were improved varieties introduced by ICTA. Twenty of the

sampJ.es were harvested between Àugust 19g6 and February J.9g7

(fresh samples); lhe other two samples (bush p and e) vrere

harvested in 1981, Bush L, was chosen t,o be the reference

sample for the descriptive anatysis. This sampLe had a



Sample iden-
tificarion

Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Vine
Vine
Vine
Vine

À
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
r
J.
Jj
K-
L
M
N
o
P
o
À

!r
B2

crowing
location

Table 3. I - Description of samples

Jutiapa
Jutiapa
Jutiapa
Jut.iapa
Jutiapa
Jutiapa
Jutiapa
Jutiapa
Jutiapa
Jutiapa
Jùtiapa
Chimaltenango
Chimaltenango
Peten
Jalapa
Suchitepequez
Unkno!ùn
Unknown
Chimal tenango
Chimaltenanqo
Chimaltenango
Chimal tenanqo

Type of
variety

Criollo
CrioI Io
Crioì lo
Criol lo
Irnproved
Improved
fnproved
Inproved
CrioIIo
Improved
I¡nproved
Criollo
Criol lo
Criollo
Criollo
lmproved
Unknown
Improved
Criol.lo
Criollo
Criol lo
Criollc,

arl samples
nere placed

Common
name

Cuarenteno
Rabia de gato
Sesenteno
Vaina morada
Tanazulapa
Quetzal
Suchitan
Quetzal
Pata de zope
Ostua
Ostua
I tzapa
Parra¡r¡os
Pinteno
Sn. Pedro pinula
Tamazulapa
Nacional
Tamazulapa
ftzapa
Parramos
I tzapa
Parramos

!,¡ere stored
in s¿orage

Harvest
date

( mon/year )

under
at the

ambient conditions until theytemperatures indicated above -

Jaî/8't
Àug/ I6
Dec/86
Nov/86
Nov/86
Sept,/ I6
Sept/86
Now/86
Nov,/ 86
Dec/86
Dec/86
Jaî/ 87
Dec / 86
Feb/87
Dec/86
Nov,/86
r981
198r
Jan/ 87
Jañ/87
Jan/ 87
Ja¡./87

Storage
Tenperature

(oc)u

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

34
4
4

34
4

were collected in January and

1A-26
r 8-26
18-26

4
4
4

34

o\
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known genetic and agronornical background and intermedÍate

acceptabilit,y among consumers, It served as a reference
point agaÍnst which all the other sampÌes were compared in
the evaLuation of each sensory characteristic during the

subsequent descriptive sensory analysis (section 3.5, 2 ) .

Bush Af was chosen as the bl-ind controÌ. This sample was

present in all sessions of the descriptÍve sensory analysis
and the final acceptabÍlity test, as a measure of
consistency among j udges .

ln this study we will refer to the 20 sampJ.es eval-uated

during the sensory testing as the experimental samples, The

reference and the blind control samples are not included in
this group of experimental- samples,

3 , L,2 Storage and Handling

An average of 15 kg of each sample of beans was

obtained, The beans were cleaned by hand to remove smaLl

stones, insects and danaged seeds, À¡ Ínsect problem was

noted in three samples (Bush N, Bush J and Vine B) and these

samples were exposed to an isotation treatment to remove the

insect,s. This treatment was ineffective and a fumigant

(phostoxin) was applied to those 3 samples for 24 h,

Each sample of beans was divided into three equal lots
of 5 kg each. Each lot was placed ín a sealed polyethylene

bag, lhe 22 bean sarnples were stored under three different
storage conditions as Iisted in Table 3,1..

Fourteen experimental samples, the reference and the
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bLind control were stored under optimum conditions at 4oC.

Three addÍtional experimental sanples, bush O, whj.ch was

harvested in 1986, and bush p and O whÍch were harvested in
L981, continue theÍr storage at room temperature (iS-26oC).

The three other sampLes (Bush J2, M and Vine 82) were stored
under accelerated conditions (34oC and 65t RH). Two of them

(Bush J2 and Vine 82 samples) were duplicates of two sarnpJ-es

stored at 4oC. To avoid moisture loss of the sampl-es durÍng

acceLerated storage, each lot of beans was kept in three
layered seaLed polyethylene bags, Each bag was 0,07 nrn

thick, Moisture measurements were taken periodicalJ.y

throughout, the entÍre storage period, The samples were kept

under accel-erated storage for a period of 14 weeks,

3,2 MOTSTURE ADJUSTMENT AND MEASUREMENT

The three accel-erated storage samples were adjusted to
an initial moÍsture content of 14 to 16t while the other
samples had moisture contents between 11 and 13t, The water

content of some sanples needed to be increased, to reach the

desired moisture content. They were placed on damp

newspaper in a warm oven (20oC) for 2-4 hours, mixing them

occasionalLy with distilLed water from an atomizer. To

reduce the water content, beans were placed out of doors, on

newspapers, under the sun for 2-3 hours until the required
moisture content was reached, Moisture content $¡as

estimated using t,he Dole 400 Moisture Tester for grains,
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Three readings of each sample were taken using thirty grams

of beans for each reading. Ãn average of the three
readings, recorded as percent moisture, was taken to be

representatÍve of each sample, Atl- samples were measured

for mois!ure content before their storage. The moisture

content of the samples kept under accelerated condÍtions was

measured before storage, but aLso throughout the storage

period and at the end of it, before the sensory evaLuation.

3.3 PHYS ] CA].J CHÀRACTER]STICS

The physical tests carried out on raw bean samples were

seed weight, percent seed coat and 4h water absorption.

These determinations were conducted according to INCÀp

standard methods (Appendix 2), Measurements were made on

the sampLes immediateJ.y after coll-ection, except for the

samples under accelerated storage conditions which were

tested after completion of the st,orage period,

3,4 DETERMINATION OF OPT]MIIM COOKING TIME

Three different test,s and criteria were used

determine the optinum cooking time for each of the

samples. The tests included 3

1, Ottawa Texture Measurement System (OTMS ) measurements

of the hardness of cooked bean samples.

2, Tactile texture assessment of the softness, smoothness

and spreadability of cooked bean cotyledons.

Eo

22
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3. VisuaI assessment of the percent of split beans in a

sample of 25 cooked beans.

3.4.1 Sample preparation

To determine the optimum cooking tine for each bean

samp.le, beans were initÍall-y cooked to 6 different cooking

times. The range of cooking times differed for each sample,

but for most varied from 90 to 300 minutes.

Six 609 subsampJ.es were randomLy taken from each of the
22 samples of beans, to aIlow enough sample for all the
testing. Subsamples were rinsed with tap water, drained on

a metal sieve for 2 minr and put into a 2 L pyrex pot with
300 mI of distiLled water (511 ratio of watersbeans ), pots

were randomly assigned to either an electric or a gas stove,
covered and heated at high pov¡er untiL the water began to
boÍL, Then, the heat was reduced such that the samples

boiled gentl-y throughout the pre-established cooking period.
This reduced temperature setting was determÍned and

standardized for each stove at the beginning of the study,
At the end of the cooking tirne, samples were drained on a

metal sieve for 2 min and allowed to cool in an

appropriately coded 250 mI pi.astic cup. Samples were

covered with a tight fitting Lid to prevent rnoisture 1oss,

Samples were kept at room temperature for 1.5 lo 2 h before
the OTMS, visuaL and tactile tests.
3,4,2 OTMS Cooking Curves

An oTMS connected to an Äpp1e computer was used to
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measure the hardness of cooked bean samples, The OTMS was

equipped with a 10 cm2 OTMS vrire extrusion cell- with g

paralJ.el wires. The Texture Data Àcquisition and ÀnaLysis

compu.ter program (Agriculture Canada, I9B6) was set with the
force transducer equal to 90 kg, expected test time to 90

sec, expected maximum force to 90 kg and crosshead speed to
6 ,6 cm/min (Sefa-dedeh et aI. ,1979 ) , The plunger of the
test cell- was adjusted to travel downward until the base of
the plunger stopped 3 mm above the wire grid. The system

was cal-ibrated using 0.5 and 1.0 kg metal weights, A 3Og

sample of cooked beans was placed in the extrusion cell- for
each testr and the peak force (N) to extrude \,¡a s recorded,
Each test was replicated immediateLy and when the dupJ.icate
values differed by more than 50 N, a thÍrd test of the same

sample was done.

The mean peak force values (N) were plotted against
cooking time, The criterion for doneness for each sample

was chosen as the lowest peak force value in t,he curve.
This value was different for each sample because the samples

v¡ere not of equal hardness when the lowest peak force was

reached,

3,4.3 Visual Assessment of percent Spl_it, Beans in Cooked

Samples

Each tÍme a sample was taken for testing in the OTMS a

count of the number of split beans in a sample of 25 beans

was also done by three assessors. Mean values were taken
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over the three evaluations, The crÍterion of doneness for
this test was that 80 to 100* of the beans shouLd be split.
For hardened beans which never reached the gOt split point,
the criterion for doneness was chosen as the time when the
highest percentage of split beans was reached.

3.4.4 TactiLe Texture Asses sment,

A tactile assessment of the softnessf snoothness and

spreadability of lhe cotyledon was aLso carrÍed out. The

criterion for doneness, according to this test, was that the
beans shoul-d be soft, smooth, and spread easily, but not be

mushy, under moderale pressure with the first finger and the
t,humb, Ten beans from each sampLe were test,ed, by three
experienced eval-uators,

The optÍmun cooking tine fox each sample was determined

using the results of these three tests in a sequential
manner. IdealIy samples would be optimall-y cooked when they
reached the lorvest point in the OTMS curve and they were

soft and smoolh with 80 to 100t split,
The seguence used to decide the optimum cooking time was

as folLows, The first criterion used was t,he val-ue of the
lowest peak in the OTMS curve. If sarnples reached the
lowest point in the OTMS curve, but according to the tactile
assessment they were either undercooked (granular) or
overcooked (watery and mushy)f the optimum cooking time was

chosen according to the criterion from the tactile
assessment, which considered sampJ_es optimally cooked when
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they were soft and smooth.

point in the OTMS curve

assessment the cotyledon,

time was chosen when the

obtained,

If sampJ-es reached the lowest

and, according to the tactile
remained granular, the cooking

highest degree of spLÍtting was

3.5 SENSORY TESTING

Three different sensory tests were used in the
evaluation of the 22 sarnples of beans. A preliminary
acceptability test was used for sample seLectÍon.
Descriptive sensory analysis was used to identÍfy and

describe the sensory attributes of the samples, A final
acceptability test was used to determÍne overall
acceptability of the samples. The methodology used for
these tests wiLL be discussed in the following sections,
3.5,1 Àcceptability Test for Sample Selection

A preliminary acceptabiLity test was conducted at the
beginning of the study to determine acceptability ratings
and the range of variability among the 24 samples coÌlected
(not including 3 samples under acceLerated storage, which

were not available at that tÍme).
3,5,1 , 1 Experimental design

lwenty-four samples of black beans were evaLuated for
overall- acceptabiÌit,y and acceptabitity of appearance I

texture and flavor by an untrained panel of 2g judges, who

were regular consumers of beans, Thirteen of the 28 judges
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were present in al] 7 sess j-ons. À conpletel_y balanced block
design was used to decide the order and position assignments

of the samples in the sessions, Five sampl-es ( 4

experimentaL and a hidden controL) v¡ere presented in each

session. Nine-point hedonic scales were used for this
eval-uation.

3.5,1.2 Sample preparatÍon

For each panel session, two 1259 portions of each bean

sample to be evaluated were cooked. Each 1259 portion was

placed in a 2 L pyrex pot and 625 ml of distilled wat,er

added. The leve1 of water was kept constant throughout the
cooking period by the addition of boiLing distilled water.
Samples were healed on electric or gas stoves until they
reached the optimun cooking time, which was caLcuÌated
previously (section 3,4), The starting time for each pot of
beans was staggered so that all 5 sampJ-es reached the
completion of their cooking periods at the same time (10 min

before the panel session). Approximately half of the broth
was drained from the cooked beans using a metal sieve, The

pots with the beans and half t,he broth were placed on

warming trays to keep them warm (6OoC) for up to th to cover
the entire paneJ. session,

3.5.1,3 Test description

Prel-ininary information sessions were held to inform
participants about the nature of the study and the tine
commÍtments required, The measurement scaLe, the terms to
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be used and the task to be performed were described,
however, no informatÍon about the specific samples or their
sensory characteristics was given,

Nine-point hedonic scales, ranging from 1=Iike
extremeLy to 9=dislike extremely, were used to deternine the
overa.ll acceptabiJ.ity and acceptabil_ity of the appearance,

flavor and texture of the samples, The baltot is shown in
EngJ-ish in Fíqure 3.1- and in Spanish in Àppendix 3. Seven

panel sessions were necessary to present the 24 bean samples

to Èhe panelists. The hidden control sample was present in
aLl sessions as a measure of consistency among the
panelists. A crioll-o sample (Santa Rosita) was chosen to be

this control and it was different from the blind control
used in the descriptive analysis and the final acceptabilÍt.y

Samples were evaluated for acceptabil-ity of appearance,

flavor and texture and for overall acceptability. To

evaLuate appearancef 25 beans from each sample were placed
in pl-astic petri dishes and covered. Four sets of the five
bean samples were prepared for each session and pJ.aced in
four different stations in the preparation area, under

direct fluorescent il_Iu¡nination. For evaLuation of flavor
and texture acceptability, 15 to 2O beans of each sample

were placed Ín coded 30 mI styrofoam cups, Each set of 5

sampl-es was placed insÍde a tortillera (styrofoam tortilla
container) with a tight fitting styrofoam 1id. Evaluation
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of flavor and texture was conducted in individuaL booths

under incandescent light,
The panel sessions were held three tines a week.

Panelist,s attended the sessions in groups of five, every 20

min. Prior to each sessionf paneLists were advised to read

Èhe general instructions posted at the entrance of the
l-aboratory, Panelists evaluated the characterÍstic of
appearance first. With t,he set of five samples in front of
him/her, they were asked to shake each dish, open it and

evaluate theÍr degree of liking of the appearance of each

sample. A,f ter the eval-uation of appearance, judges

evaJ-uated the flavor, texture and overall acceptabilÍty of
the sampl-es . FIavor acceptability was evaluated first,
texture acceptability second and then the overall-
acceptabilit,y. The average time requíred to cornplete each

pane.I session was 30 min,

3 .5 ,2 Descriptive .Analysis of SampJ.es

Descriptive sensory anaJ-ysis was used to identify,
describe and quantify the characteristics of appearance,

f l-avor and texture of 22 black bean samples.

3.5. 2.1 Experimental design

fwenty different experimental samples and a bIínd
control were evaLuat,ed using sensory descriptive analysis,
A reference sample was also included. Ten sensory

characteristics, representing the appearance, flavor and

text.ure of the samples, \¡¡ere evaluated by a t.rained paneJ. of
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t,en judges using unstructured line scal-es. Five samples

(three experinental", the bfind control and the reference)
were presented to the paneLists in each session, The

serving order was predetermined before the trj.al-s using a

partially balanced íncomplete block design to make the
session and position assignments, Fifteen sessions vtere

needed to present al-l of the samples to the ten judges two

or three times.

3,5,2,2 Panel traÍning and procedure

A group of 25 people (students and staff from INC.AP)

were screened as potential panelists, They were

indÍvidualfy interviewed to estabtish their interest and

availabiì-ity. Forms requesting information about health
conditions I sensory perception, food habits and interest in
sensory evaLuatíon were completed by each potential
panelist, During screening, basÍc taste, odor recognition
and texture eval-uation tests were carried out.

For t,he basic taste test, solutions containing the four
basic tastes and blank solutions were presented to the

potential- panelísts, They were asked to identify the fLavor
in each solution. The soLutions were sucrose . O3lM

( s\,¡eetness ) , sodium chloride 0,034M (saltiness ) , citric acid
0,003M ( sourness ) and caffeine 0.003M (bitterness ) . For

odor identification, a set of 10 samples of sol_utions and

spices of com¡non odor were presented to the judges, They

were asked to sniff each sample and identify the sr¡bstance,
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The substances used were! powdered coffee, vanill-a, cloves I

cinnamon, ol-ive oi1, anis, lemon extract/ vÍnegar, almond

extract and garLic powder,

The Iast screening test was the texture eval-uation
test, Judges were asked to rank a series of products
according to hardness using products on the standard
hardness scale developed by Szczesniak (1963 ) , The

products, presented in a random order, weres cream cheese

egg white, wienerf cheddar cheese, oIive, peanut, carrot¿
aJ.mond and rock candy.

Ten judges were seLected and trained to participate in
the sensory descriptive anaLysis of the bean samples, They

were members of INCÀP staff or students, four females and

six males, ranging from 21 to 38 years of age, ThÍs group

was sel-ected based on sensory acuity (results from the
screening tests), interest and availabÍJ.ity to participate.

At the first training session, panelists were inf orrned

about the purpose and objectives of the study and of the
importance of their participation. A general description of
the product under evaluation and the involvenent of the
panelists was provided. À tine schedule suitable for each

paneJ-ist was set and questions answered.

Init.ially panelÍsts evaluated samples which possessed

different sensory characteristics. These samples were bush

N, E, B, L and H for one session and bush p, O¿ G, J, and

vine C for the other session, Under the guidance of the
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paneL leader (the researcher), the judges deveLoped expticit
terminoJ.ogy to descrÍbe t,he appearance, Èexture and ffavor
characteristics of the bean sampJ.es. Round tabl e

discussions were held to explain redundancy, simil_arities or
ambiguities of the terms used by each one of the evaluators,
Àt the end of each training session, descriptors were

defined, definitions were estabÌished and recommendations

were made abou! products that could be used as reference
standârds for each descriptor,

The terms the panelists agreed upon as the most

meaningfuJ. in describing the bean characteristics of
interest werer darkness of co1or, degree of splitting,
hardness, particle sÍze, cohesiveness, chewÍness, seed. coat
toughness, bitterness, beany flavor and beany aftertaste,
After the descriptors were decided, the balLot to be used in
the descriptive sensory method was designed. The baIlot
consisted of 15 cm unstructured tine scales, one for each

characteristic under evaluation, The line scales were

Iabel-Ied with none or weak presence of the attribute at the
l-ef t end point of the scale, and with strong or extrene
presence of the attribute at the right, end poÍnt of the
scale. The end points of the scales were demonstrated using
reference standards which were provided t,o the panelists.
The end point standards used during the training period are
Iisted in Appendix 4.

As a part of the training, panelists developed the
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techniques for evaluating the sensory characteristics of
black beans, Written instructÍons and definitions (Appendix

5) for each characteristic under eval_uation were provided to
the judges. At each session the l_eader asked them to read

the guÍdelines careful-ly prior to evaLuating the samples,

Changes were made to the guidelines when necessary,
PaneLists aLso gained experience in the proper use of
scales, descriptors and termÍnology.

The next step was to set the intensity of the reference
sampJ.e on the scal-es for each charact,erÍstic under

evaLuation, The rêference sampJ_e was used as an anchored

point against which all the other samples were compared when

evaluatj-ng the different characterÍs!ics during t.he formal
panel sessions, The line scale ballot, end point standards,
attribute definitions and the reference sample were

presented to the paneLists , For each attribute, each

panel-ist's task was to evaluate the end point standard and

then eval-uate the reference sample (coded with a three_digit
random number), placing a ¡nark on the horizontaL line at the
point that best described the Ievel of intensÍty of each

characteristic in the reference. Six sessions of this tl¡tr)e

r^¡ere needed !o obtain agreement on the location of the
reference sample on the line scales , fot each

characteristic. After agreement \.ra s reached, mean val-ues

calcuLated from aIt panelists, scores were obtained for each

characteristic and positioned on the scal_es.
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Às part of the training, six experÍmentaL samples (with
known sensory differences ) were presented to the panelists
during two sessions. In each session panelists were

presented with three coded samples, the blind control (coded

sample), and the reference (identified wíth the Letter R)

and ball-ots having the intensity of the reference positioned
on the scales. TheÍr task was to taste the reference sampJ.e

first, then taste the other sampJ.es and rate the intensity
of each characteristic of the coded sarnples in rel-ation to
the reference sample. They scored one attribute at a tine
for aLI samples under evaluation. The particular beans that
were evalualed were predelermined before the sessions. The

aim was to present beans with dÍfferent, sensory
characteristics in each session. The serving order was

randomized, using a table of randorn numbers to make the
session and position assignments, At the end of each

session, group discussions were held t,o clarify the
paneList,s, understanding of paneL instructions, methodology

and descriptors. Each panelist,s resuLts r¡7ere written on

the blackboard and discussed, ResuLts were transformed to
numerical scores and tabul_ated. If differences or probJ-ems

were found, the leader would rediscuss the definitions and

use of end point standards with the panel at the next
session, To measure panelists consistency durj.ng training,
standard deviations of the scores given to the samples were

calculated. The training continued until standard
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deviations did not decl-ine further,
3,5,2.3 Samp1e preparation

I'or each session 1509 of each experimental bean sample

and 2009 of the reference sample were used. Beans were

washed in tap water, draÍned and then each sampl-e was placed

in a 2000 ml beaker and covered with distilled water (5:1

ratio of wateribeans). Beakers were covered, heated on

eLectric or gas stoves at high power until the water began

to boil, The heat was then reduced to keep the water and

beans simmering throughou! the cooking period. The starting
times for each beaker of beans were staggered so that aII
five samples reached the completion of their cooking period
at the same time (10 min before the paneL session). The

leveL of water in each beaker was kept constant throughout

the cooking period by the occasional addition of boiling
distilled water, Water was kept sirnmering specifically for
this purpose throughout the period of time that the samples

were being cooked, Each sampl_e was cooked to Ít,s optimun

cooking time for doneness according to previous calculations
( section 3.4 ) .

3 ,5 ,2,4 Test description

Twenty-one different bean sarnples (including the blind
controL ) \,¡ere evaluated for the characteristics of
appearance, flavor and text,ure, Ten trained judges

participated in the evaluation and were selected on the

basis of consistency and reproducibi I i t,y of responses during
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the training period. The ballot used in the tes! was the
one devel-oped and pretested during the training period, It
had 15 cm unstructured Iine scales for evaluation of the

intensity of each characteristic in the different samples.

The intensity of the reference, as set in the training
sessions, was already marked on the scales.

The characteristics were evaluated in the following
order: darkness of color, degree of splitting, intensity of
beany flavor, beany aftertaste, hardness, particLe size,
cohesÍveness, seed coat toughness, chewiness and bítterness,
The ballot is shown in Engl-ish in FÍgure 3.2 and in Spanish

in Appendix 6.

Five sampJ.es (three experimentalf the bLind control and

the reference ) were presented to each judge in every

session.

The experimental samples and the blind control- were

identified with 2 sets of three-digit random numbers, each

sampJ.e having a code for evaluation of appearance and a

different code for evaLuation of flavor and texture. The

reference sample was always identifÍed with the Letter R,

The evaLuation was carried ou! in the sensory analysis
laboratory at INCÀP, The ten panelÍsts were split into two

groups of five people, The groups evaluat,ed the samples 40

min apart, Judges evaluated the beans for appearance in Èhe

preparation area under fluarescent white light, For this
evaLuation 50 beans from each sample were pJ.aced in two
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covered pLastic petri dishes i 25 beans in each. Two sets of
sampLes vTere prepared and placed in different IocatÍons.
One dish was used to evaluate color and the other to
evaluate percentage of split beans. Separate samples were

used for these characteri s tic s , since the color evaluations
required the judges to shake the sample before opening the
dish whil-e percentage of sp].it beans samples were not
shaken, Samples for color evaluations were shaken to
prevent the drying of the surface of the beans from

affecting the color judgments.

The characteristics of flavor and texture of the
samples were evaLuated in individual booths under red light,
The red light masked coLor differences in the samples which

couLd have influenced flavor and texture judgments.

Panelists tasted the reference sample first. then tasted the
coded samples in a pre-established order. They placed a

vertical l-ine across the horizontal 1ine at the point that
best described lhe intensity of each characteristic,
comparing each sample to the reference. Àt the end of each

session the baÌlots were checked and the values from the
scaLes were obtained by measuring the distance between the
Left end point of the scale and the score mark given to each

coded sample. The left end point was given a score of zero

and scores to the right of this poÍnt had positive values
from zero to 30 (0.5 cm apart). The ¡naximum intensity score

was 30,



3,5 ,2,5 Data analysis

ALI statístical analysis was conducted using the

StatisticaL Analysis System (SAS, 1995). Specif ical_l-y, the
ÀNOVÀ, GLMf REG| and FACTOR procedures were used,

The statistical analysis carried out with the data from

the descriptive anaLysis included analysis of variance of
the scores given to the blind control, to determine whether

means for individual panelists and for panel sessions

differed, and analysis of variance of the descriptive
analysis scores for the ten charact,eri s t ic s under

evaJ.uation, to deteÌmine significant differences and

variability among the sarnples. Duncan. s test was used to
determine which samples were significantly different from

the othex samples, for each of the characteristics.
Principal component analysÍs using factor analysis

procedures was used to determine underlying structures
responsibl-e for intersample variation.
3,5.3 AcceptabiÌity of samples

An acceptability test was carried out on lLhe 22 sanples

of beans to deter¡nine t,heir overall acceptability. The terms

acceptabiJ.ity, and degree of ]iking were used

interchangeable due to their similar rneaning when used in
Spanish.

3, 5.3.1 Experimental Design

The overall acceptability of 22 samples of bLack beans

was eval-uated by an untrained panel of 30 judges who were
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seLected on the basis of availabil-ity and wÍllingness to
participate. For this panel, no reference sampJ_e was used

but the bl-Índ control was served at each panel session, The

sample used as the reference in the descriptive analysis,
was incLuded as one of the experimental sampJ.es, bringing
the total- number of experimental samples t,o 21, plus the
blind control sampJ-e. Approximately haJ.f of the sampfes

were served to the untrained panel at each of two sessions

( 10 or t1 experimental. samples plus the blind control ) .

This test wâs replicated, four sessíons necessary to present

the samples twice to each judge, The serving order was

predetermined before the trials to make the session and

position assignments random, Nine-point hedoníc scaLes were

used for the evaluation.

3,5.3.2 Preparation of samples

For each session approximateLy 22Sg of each bean sample

was used. Each 2259 portion was placed in a 2000 m1 glass

beaker and covered with ll15 nI of distilLed waler (531-

ratio of water:beans), Samples were heated on eLectric or
gas stoves until_ they reached the optimum cooking tÍme,
which was calcul-ated previously for each bean sampJ.e

(Section 3,4).

3,5.3.3 Description of lhe test
Nine-point hedonic scales, ranging from 1=like

extremel-y t.o 9=dislike extremely, were used to determine the

overall- acceptability of the 22 samples. The ball-ot is
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shown in English in Figure 3.1 and in Spanish in Appendix 3.

The 22 samples of beans were randomly divided into two

groups of 11 and 12 samples each. The sample used as the
reference in the descriptive analysis was included in this
test as another coded sampJ-e, The test was replicated with
different samples in each group. Four panel sessions were

necessary to present iLhe 22 samples to the judges. The

judges came to the panel area in groups of fÍve, every 15

ninutes. Beans, 10 for each panelist, were served ín 2 oz

styrofoam cups.

The beans were evaluated in indÍvidualLy paxtitioned
booths under fluorescent white iLlunination. paneLists

observed and tasted each sampJ.e and checked lhe category on

the nine-point hedonic scale which best described their
overall degree of likÍng or disliking of the sample.

Panelists were advised to rinse their mouth with water and

eat crackers afÈer each sampJ.e evaluation.
3,5.3,4 Data anal-ysis

Analysis of variance was applied to determine
significance dÍfferences among the acceptability scores for
the samples. Duncan's test was applied to determine which

samples were significantly different from the others.

3,5.4 Relationship Between Descriptive Analysis and

Àcceptabi ì. i ty
The reLationship between the sensory attributes and the
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acceptability of the bean samples was established to
determine which sensory attributes were related to the
acceptabj.lily of beans and to predict acceptability based on

sensory attributes and factors derived from pCA,

3.5,4,1 Statistical Analysis

Correlations vrere calcuLated between mean value
descriptive analysis scores and acceptability scores. In
each case a 58 leveL of sj-gnificance was used to test the
null- hypothesis that there was no correlation between

sensory characteristics scored by the trained panel and

acceptability scores.

MultípÌe regression analysÍs using both Max 12 and

stepwise methods were appl_ied to predict the accept,ability
of the samples of beans. Based on this analysis, equations

to predict acceptability of the 22 samples, and of the 15 of
these that were fresh sampJ.es, were caLculated, Residual-

vafues were obtained, comparing the actual hedonic values to
the predicted ones from the equations. The equation to
predict acceptability based on factors derived from pCA was

calculated, Residual values were obtained as weLl.
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CHÀPTER IV

RESULTS .AND DISCUSSION

4 , T SEI.JECT]ON OF SÀMPLES FOR DESCRIPT]VE AN.ATYSIS AND

HEDONIC TESTS

Samples of Guatemalan black beans were collected from

growers, and from mixed l-ots stored at INCAP, which had been

purchased from the government stotage system ( INDECA) ,

A prel-ÍmÍnary in-house acceptability test was carried
out arnong the first 24 samples collected. Evaluatíon of
appearancef texture and flavor acceptabil-ity and ovefall
acceptability was performed. The aim was to have samples

with differences in acceptability for each of the four

attributes to provide a wide range of sensory

charact.eristics,

Table 4.1 shows the acceptability scores (maximum = 9 )

given to the different samples for the four characteristics,
For appearance, scores ranged from 5.3 to 7,5, For texture¡
the scores ranged from 2.8 to 7.4, For flavor, the range

was 3.9 to 7,4 and for overall acceptabÍLity the scores

ranged from 3,6 to 7,4, The lowest scores were gíven to the

samples "Nacional" and Tanazulapa (2), which were samples

stored for six years under ambient conditÍons.

From this group of 24 sanples, 19 were sel-ected to be

used for the main study. Samples with scores in the

extremes of the distributions and sampl-es which woul-d give a

good range of characterÍstsics were incLuded. The selection



Table 4.1 - Hedonic scores and selection categories
for 24 bLack bean samPlee

sa¡ûPle Àppearancea Textì¡rea
identi fication
(coNnon nane )

Cuarenteno
Enredo-Parranos
Enredo-Itzapa (1)
Enredo-Itzapa ( 2 )
Hondùreno
Naciona I
ostua
Pata de zope
Pecho Ànarillo
Que¡zaI ( 1)
Quetzal (2 )
Rabia de Gato
San Pedro Pinula
Santa Ros ita
Sesenteno
SueIo-Chima ltenango
Suelo-Itzapa (1)
Suelo-Itzapa ( 2 )
Suelo-Parranos
s uch i tan
Tanazulapa (I )
Tamazul-apa (2 )
Tamazulapa ( 3 )
vaina Morada

6.7

5.5
6.8
6.3
6.0
'7 .5
6.r
1.2
6.6
6.4
6.6
6.8
5.3
6.9
6.0
1.L
6.7
5.4
6.3
'1 .7

Flavora oweralla se lect ionb
accePtability category

ascored in a hedonic acale where I
bcaLegories: Bc = blind control

E -- expelinentaÌ

7.0
6.6
6 .'7
6.7
6 .'1
3.9
5.3
6.7
6.8
6 ,'l
't .4
6.3
6.7
5.1
7 .O
6.7

6.7
1.r
6.4
6.4
4.4
6.4
'1 .4

6.7 BC

7.2 E
6.4 E
'1 .O O

3.6 E
6.7 E
'1 .0 E

6.4 0
6.2 E

6.2 E

6.6 E
6.2 0
6.9 E

6.8 0
6.'t E

6.8 0
6.7 R

6.0 E
1¿. F

6.5 E

6
5
6
3
6
6

.9

.0

.4

= dislike extremely and 9 = like extrenely
O = or¡litted
R = reference

Ol
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was based not only on the results of this acceptabii_ity test
but also on the criteria of having samples from different
types / varieties ¡ Iocations and storage conditions ,

Availability of sampJ-e was also an important criterion for
selection. The other 3 samples íncluded Ín this study were

sampLes stored under accelerat.ed storage conditions, They

were not included in the prelÍmÍnary test,
4 ,2 PHYS ] C.AT TESTS

Four physical characterístics were evaluated in the

bean samples. They were seed weightf percent water

absorption at 4h, percent seed coat and percent noisture,

The results are shown in Tabl-e 4.2,

For seed weight (100 seeds), the values ranged from

l-6.9 to 32,4 g, The effect of tLpe of bean was evident.

The four vine beans (4, Bf C and BZ) had weights of

29,99/I00 beans or higher. For Èhe bush types, 100-seed

weights ranged from 17.5 to 25.09.

The values for percent water absorptÍon at 4h ranged

from 12.4 to 99,6t. The effect of type of bean was strong

for this characteristic. Vine beans (4, Bl, C and 82 )

absorbed less wat,er in the 4h period than the bush beans,

with values ranging from 12,4 to 20.9t for the vine beans

and from 26,0 to 99t for the bush beans, Storage conditions

night also have influenced this characteristic. Bush P

beans which had been stored for a long period and Bush M

beans which had been stored under acceLerated conditions,



Sample
identification

Table 4.2 - physical characterisÈics of bean samples

Bush À
Bush B
Bush C
Br¡sh D
Bush E
Bush F
Bush c
Bush H
Bush I
Bush J-
Bush Jj
Bush K-
Bush L
Bush ü
Bush N
Bush O
Bush P
Bush Q
Vine À
Vine B-
Vine Cr
vine 82

Seed rreight
( I00 6eeds )

22-2
18.7
23-t
23 .3
19.6
t7 .'t
16.9
25.O
20 .5
18.1
r9-8
22 .1
23.0
l?-5
2L .5
r8-0
20.8
r8-8
30. 3
29 .9
31. r
32-4

Water absorption
at 4 h (t)

67 .2
6r.3
85-6
89.6
53.2
37 .9
55.7
69-9
4A -2
46.0
84.0
29-0
26-O
99 - 0
66.4
s8.3
99.5
6't .9
12.4
20 -9
17.0
IB. O

Seed coat
(t of dry

seed weight )

9.6
9 .'t
8.9
9.6
9.4

r0-5
r.0.0
8.7
8-8

11.7

9.1
73 .2
9.7

t1-3
11.6
lr.7
9.2
9.0
9-0

11.0

Moisture
(r)

t2-0
11.6
12.O
13 - 7
12 -9
1l-4
12 -9
rt.0
11.4
12-5
t4-2
11.0
rl.-7
14 - 8
rt.4
l1-4
lr.0
rr-6
r3.6
14.3
t2.3
r5.3

or
Oì
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were t.he samples that absorbed the most water (999) in the

4h period,

Percent seed coat sho\^/ed values ranging from 8.? to
13.2, Length of storage and storage conditions both had an

effect on this characteristic. Sampl-es stored under

acce.Lerated conditions (Bush M and J2 and Vine 82) and beans

stored for J-ong períods under arnbient conditions (Bush p, e

and O) were the samples with the highest percent of seed

coat. Vafues ranged from 11.0 to 13.2t. The influence of

conditions of storage can aLso be observed when comparing

the values obtained for Vine Bl and Vine 82 samples. Vine

81 beans, held under refrigeratÍon, had 9t seed coat, while

Vine 82 beans, which came from t,he same original Iot as 81

beans, but were held under accelerated conditions, had 11t

seed coat. Similar resul-ts were observed for Bush Jl sample

(stored under refrigeration) and Bush J2 sampJ-e (stored

under accelerated conditions ), which had vaLues of 9.28 and

11,7t respectively.

Percent moÍsture values ranged from 11,0 !o 15.38, The

moÍsture content was fixed in each sample before bagging and

storage, The beans wÍth the highest percent moisture were

lhe three samples stored under accelerated conditions,

Table 4.3 presents t,he correLation matrix of physical

measurements. A highty significant negative correLation was

found between seed weight and percent water absorption at
4hr. The smaller beans generally absorbed water more



Table 4-3 - Pearson correlation matrix of physical measurements

Seed !'reight

Water absorption

Seed coat t
Moisture t

Seed
üreight

significant at
c-sagnrtrcant at

I .00

Water
absorpt ion

t

p<0.01
p<0.05

-0.58b

r .00

Seed coat
t

-0.38

0.48c

1.00

Moi s ture
t

0.36

-0.08

0 .29

1.00
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rapidly than the Iarger beans, possibJ-y because of the

greater surface area for a given quantity, Percent seed

coat was negatively correl-ated with percent water

absorption.

4.3 COOKTNG TIME

Three different criteria, OTMS measurement of hardness,

visual- assessment and tactile assessment I were used to

estimate bean doneness and to arrive at the optimum cooking

time for each sample under evaluation (Table 4,4). The

times needed for the samples to reach doneness ranged from

105 to 390 nin. Length of storage and storage conditions

both had a strong effect on cooking time, Beans harvested

in or Iater than November 1986 and stored under

refrigeration had the shortest cookÍng times, rangíng from

l-05 to 135 mÍn, Samples harvested in September 1986 and

stored under ambient conditions untiJ- they were collected

for lhe study (Bush F and G) and Bush O beans, which was

stored under ambient condltions for nore than 6 months, had

longer cooking times (between 185 and 155 min). The samples

with the longest cooking tines were two sampl-es that had

been stored for six years under ambient conditions (Bush P

and 0 ) and three samples stored for 1,4 weeks under

acceLerated storage (Bush M, 82 and J2), These samples had

cooking times between 300 and 390 mÍn.

4,4 DESCRTPTIVE ANÀIYSIS

A 10-member trained panel" used the descriptive sensory



Sample Harvestidentification date
( mon/year )

Bush A
Bush H
Bush C
Bush I
Bush J1
Vine 81
Bush K
Bush L
vine À
Bush B
Bush D
Bush N
Vine C
Bush E
Bush F
Bush G
Bush O
Bush P
Bush J2
Vine 82
Bush Q
Bush M

Table 4.4 - Cooking times for bean samples

J an/ 87
Nov/ I6
Dec / 86
Nov/ 8 6
Dec / 86
Jan/87
Jan/87
Dec/86
Jan/87
Àug,/86
Nov/86
oec / 86
Ja¡/ 87
Nov/ 8 6
Sept/86
Sept/86
Nov/ 8 6
19 81
Dec/86
Jan/87
198r
Eeb / 87

Storage
Eetnpera ture

(oc)

aDetermined

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

optimuna
cooking
tine
(min)

uslng three different criteria

105
1.0 5
110
115
r20
r20
L20
130
r30
135
135
135
135
140
155
165
185
300
360
360
375
390

r8-26
t8-26

34
34
34
34

\¡
o



anaÌysis technique to identify, describe and quantify the

sensory attributes of âppearance, flavor and texture of 22

samples of black beans. Results of panelists' performance

and sample variability wil-l be presented in the folJ-owing

sections,

4,4,I Panelisls' Performance

Evaluations of the blind control sample, included in

every session of the sensory descriptive anal-ysis, was used

as a neasure of panelists' consistency' ÃNOVA I carried out

with the scores given to the blind control in the 1-5

sessionsf indicated significant differences (p<0,001) among

panel-ists for aLÌ the characteristics evaluated (Appendix

7), NevertheÌess, when the resuLts of the panef as a group

were tested for differences among sessions, P-ratÍos showed

no significant differences among sessions (p<0.05) for any

of the sensory characteristics evaluated except for darkness

of color (Appendix 7). Thus, based on the scores given to

the blind control, the panel- as a group perfonned

consÍstently for the evaluation of the sensory

characteristics,

4 ,4 ,2 Sensory Characteristics

Analysis of variance showed that there were signÍficant

dj.fferences (p<0.001) among the 20 experimental- bean samples

for each of the J-0 descriptive sensory attributes (TabIe

4 ,5 ) . This indicated that the sensory characteristics

sel-ected by the panel were appropriate to discriminate
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Table 4,5 - Ara1ysÍs of
attributes evåi.uated

variance for sensory
by trained panel

ÀÈÈ!ibuÈe
Source of
variation

Degrees of
frê€dom

Mean F-rar..io
aquare ve!sus erro!

Da¡knes s
of co lor

Deg¡êe of
spliÈÈing

Bêåny
f .1. a vor

Beany
afÈe¡taste

Bi tternes s

Pa¡tic Ie
size

Ha ¡dne 9 E

CohesivenesE

seed coåt
toughnes s

chewines E

paneListE
sanpleg
panelj.st * saÍìpIe
e¡ror
paneli Bt
sampJ,ea
panelist * BampLe
e¡ror
panelist
s arnp Ie s
pane.l" i st i Eample
eÛo¡
pane 1i s t
sa¡npLes
paneList * sampl,e
error
paneli st
s atnp Ies
paneliat * sanple
e!!o¡
panêLis t
s arnp Ie s
panelist r sanple
e¡ror
pane I i st
sanples
panelist I sanpLe
error
panel Íst
s anpl6B
paneList { Bample
e!!o¡
panel.ist
sanpl.e E

pane.L i Et r Eatnple
error
paneL iE t
EampLeI
panelist * sanple

9
r9

171
240

I9
171
240

9
t9

I?I
240

19
171
240

9

I?I
240

9

171
240

l9
17L
240

9

L7L
240

9

171
240

9
19

171
240

14.494
9.154

16.144
1,414
1,18

1g.o3a
4 .0?a
1,33c

45.844

t1.554
22.204

1 .07

9.554
2I.Ita
r.3Ic

9 ,2sa
9.644
t.q6b

4o. g4a
ro.89a
|.24

r22.11
743.43
13.59

240.160
r43r.30

2r ,65
2L .44

187.93
rr8.78

I2.98
286.51
132.54
20.99

281.78
63.6r
20.85
15,62

337.65
703.07
23.77
15.33

t 60.5
308.4?
r4.87

t 31.48
290 .7 9
18.02
L3,77

111.69
104.35
17.58
12,01

27 5 .26
73.38
8.38
6,74

10.634
64,39ô
r. r8

1t . 2oa
66.754
r.0L

asj.gnif!.cant at p<0. OOI
bsignificant at p<0,01
cs¡gnrt rcanE aE p<u.05
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differences among the samples.

Significant panelist effects (p<0,001) (Table 4.5) were

found for all the sensory characteristics. ÀIso, smal.Ì but
significant (p<0,001- and p<0,05 ) panel-Íst by treatment

interactions (Tabl_e 4,5) exÍsted for the attributes partÍcle
size, seed coat toughness, cohesiveness and bitterness, In
descriptive sensory anaLysis data¡ signifícant differences
among paneList,s suggest that the paneLists were using

different portions of the scales for the evaluation of the
samples. The smaLl F-ratio for interaction and the fact
that there was no difference in F value when the main

effects were tested against the error term rather than

against the interaction tern indicated that the effect of
panelist by sampLe interaction was not important,

4,4,3 Appearance

Two appearance characteristics, darkness of coLor and

degree of splitting, were eval-uated by the trained panel.

The trained panelists identified these two as being the most

important for the description of the appearance of black

beans , Guatemal-an consumers consider both of these

characteristics important quality indicators (Watts et aL, ,

r987 ) ,

4 ,4 ,3 ,1 Darkness of coJ.or

Col-or differences among the sampJ-es were marked. Mean

darkness of color scores ranged from 4,9 to 25,1, on a 0 to
30 scaLe, with the lower score representing the Iightest
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color. Significant differences among the means (Table 4.6)

indicated a number of important groupings (Tabl-e 4.6).
The darkest beans were two samples that had been stored

for six years under anbíent conditions (Bush p and e) and

one sample thaÈ had been stored for 14 weeks under

accelerated storage conditj.ons (Vine SZ), These three

samples were significantly darker than a1I of the others.

Length of storage and conditÍons of storage both

appeared to influence color scores. Three sampLes of bush

beans from Jutiapa harvested in Àugust or September and

stored under ambient conditions until they were collected
for the study (Bush Ff B and G), were significantly darker

in col-or than the Jutiapa beans harvested in November and

December 1986 or January 1987 and put directly into
refrigerated storage (Bush D¿ Ct H, J1, E and I). The

influence of storage method on darkening was evident when

the Vine B1 and B2 samples were compared, Vine 82, held

under accelerated storage, had a col-or score of 23.7 and was

significantly darker than Vine B1 beans (color score of

I6,4)t which came from the same originaL lot but had been

held under refrigeration. A simiLar influence of the

accelerated storage was apparent for the Bush J2 sample,

which was significantly darker than the Bush J1 sample,

which came from the same original lot but was stored at 4oC.

Burr et aL, (1968), Hughes and Sanstead (1975) and Uebersax

and Bedford (1980) al-so reported darkening of several types



identification date temperature
(mon/year) (oC)

Bush
Vine
Bush
Bus h
Vine
Vine
Bu sh
Bush
Bus h
vine
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bus h
Bush
Bu sh
Bu sh
Bush
Bus h
Bush

Table 4,6 - Darkness of color scores

0
B2
P
F
c
B1
G
N
B
À
K
M
D

J2
C
H
J1
o
E
I

r981
Jan/87
19 81
Sept/86
Jan/ 87
Jan/ 87
Sept,/86
Dec / 86
Aug/86
Jan/ 87
Jan/ 87
Eeb / 87
Nov/ I6
Dec/86
Dec/86
Nov/ I6
Dec/86
Nov/ 8 6
Nov/ I6
Nov/86

r8-26
34

L8-26
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

34
4

34
4
4
4

18-26
4
4

uHigh". values = darker col-or on a scale of 0-30.
. Each mean represents t!'¡o or three evaruations by each of ten panelists.
bM"un ..or"s which faII within the range of the same bar are notsignif icantly dif ferent.

s corea

25.r
1'¿ 1

23 .0
20 .4
16.7
16 .4
16 .2
15.6
r.5.4
15.1
14.1
12.2
t2.0
LI .7
9.6
8.9
8.0
6.5
5.2
4.9

conpari sonb

I
'I

'lT
,-ll 

l

\t
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of beans after storage at, high temperature and humidity.

Type of bean also appeared to be a factor affecting the

co.l-or scores, The three vine sampJ.es stored at 4oC (Vine Àf

B and C) had scores in the upper half of the distribution,
while the majority of the bush beans stored at 4oC had

scores in the lower half of the distribution.

4,4,3,2 Degree of split,ting

The second appearance characteristic evaluated by the

trained panel was the degree of splitting. Scores for this
characteristic were based on the percent of beans split, A

score of 0 was equal to 08 split beans, and of 30 was equal

to 100t split. As shown in Tabl-e 4.7, the range of scores

for t.his characteristic was from 2.0 to 25.9.

Long storage lime, or storage under acceLerated

conditions generally resul-ted in Iow percent split scores.

The two samples stored for six years, Bush P and Q, had

scores of 5,8 and 6,9 respectÍvely, and the Bush M samplef

which had been held under acceLerated condj.tions, had a

score of 2,0, The other three sampLes with scores of less

than 15 (50t split) were Bush O, F and J2, The first two

samples had been held for four months or J-onger under

ambient conditions, and the third sample was stored at 34oC,

The influence of storage method on lhe degree of splitting
of beans can be observed when comparing the scores given to

Bush J1 and Bush J2 sampl-es. Bush J2, held under



identification date temperature
(mon/year) (oc )

amp Ie

Bush
Vi ne
Bus h
Vine
Bush
Bush
Vine
Bush
Bush
Vi ne
Bush
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush

TabLe 4.7 - Degree of spLitting scores

B
A
c

I
J1
B1
D
N
B2
G
K
H
E
J2
F
o
P
o
M

Harves t

Àug/86
Jan/ 87
Dec / 86
Jan/87
Nov/ I6
Dec / 86
Jan/ 87
Nov/ I6
Dec/86
J an/ 87
Sept,/ I6
Jan/ 87
Nov/ I6
Nov/ I 6
Dec / 86
Sept,/ I6
19 81
19 81
Nov/ I6
Eeb / 87

S torage

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

34
4
4
4
4

34
4

r8-26
L8-26
L8-26

34

a-:::l:.^:"*"::-:^ligl:.^g"s.gg of sptirtins beans on a scare of 0_30.

Pane

Score of 0-represeñts 0* Ãplit.

s coreâ

Score of 30 represents t00i split.Each mean replesents ts/o or tñree eval-uations by each of ten panel-ists.h-"Mean scores which fall, within the ranqe of thesignif icantJ-y dif ferent.

25 .9
25 .4
25 .2
25.0
24 .8
24 .7
24 .6
24.5
24 .2
23 .4
22.4
20 .3
20 .3
17 .6
14.3
9.5
6.9
5.8
5.1
2.0

Resu

compari s onb

t of means

ItI t-lr
11

range ot the same bar are not

\¡
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accelerated storage, had a score of 14.3 and had

significantly less split beans than Bush J1, with a score of
24.7, which came from the same originaì- lot but was stored

at 40c.

These results suggest the influence of length and

conditions of storage on the number of split beans Ín the
samples, L,ong storage times and the accelerated conditions
resultêd in Iow percentages of spJ.Ít beans. Similar resuJ_ts

were report.ed by Davis et aI . (1990 ) , who found a

significant decrease in the percentage of split beans in
cooked pinto and lima beans which had been stored from one

day to one month at 26oC.

Type of bean did not have an important effect on the
degree of spLitting of the beans. Fresh sampLes from both

types / bush and vine, had high scores for this
characteristic, ranging from 24,6 to 25,g , Significant
difference was not found between beans of the different
types,

Location did not have a significant influence on the

scores obtained for degree of splitting. Samples from

different l-ocations (Jutiapa and Chimaltenango) had scores

in the upper half of the distribution.
4 ,4 ,4 Flavor

As indicated in the Review of Literature, only a few

studies have focused on the flavor characteristics of beans

(Dos Santos Garruti, 1983, Uebersax and Bedford, 1990,



Morris and Wood, 1956). These studies concentrated on the

presence of off-flavors or the flavor differences Ín beans

as influenced by different storage conditions, In the

present study, the intensity of beany flavor, beany

aftertaste and bÍtterness of bl-ack beans were attributes
suggested by the paneÌists as being important to
characterize the f l-avor in the bean samples.

4,4,4,1 Beany flavor
Differences in intensity of beany flavor was detected

among the samples, The range in flavor scores was l-ess than

the range for the two appearance characteristics. Mean

beany flavor scores ranged from 13,9 Eo 22,5 (Table 4.8),
with the lower scores representing milder beany f J-avor.

The samples rated as having l"oeTer scores for beany

flavor were those that had been stored for an extended

period under ambient conditions (Bush P and A) and one

sample stored under accelerated conditions (Bush M). These

three samples had scores of 13, 9, 15,0 and 14 .9

respectively. The Bush P sampLe, the one with the Lowest

score, had significantly less beany flavor t,han the three

vine beans from Chírnaltenango and the Bush K, Fr H, J1, C,

G, Ì, N, D, and J2 beans, Storage for a J.ong period under

suboptimal conditions appeared t.o decrease beany flavor in

the samples, The effect of storage conditions was observed

for the Vine 81 and Vine 82 samples. Allhough both samptes

came from the sane original lotf Vine 81 (stored at 40 C),



identification
np.le

Vine
Vine
Vine
Bu sh
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bus h
Bus h
Bus h
Bush
Bu sh
Vine
Bush
Bu sh
Bush
Bu sh
Bush
Bush

À
B1
C
K
F
H
Jl
c

r
N
D
J2
B2
E
o
B
o
M

P

Harves t
date

( mon /year )

Table 4.8 - Beany flavor scores

Jan/ 87
Jan/87
J an/ 87
J an/ 87
Sept,/8 6
Nov/8 6
Dec/86
Dec/86
Sept/86
Nov/ I6
Dec / 86
Nov/ 8 6
Dec / 86
Jan/87
Nov,/ 8 6
Nov/ 8 6
Aug/86
1981
Feb/ 87
19 81

Storage
tempera ture

(oc)

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

34
34

4
18-26

4
L8-26

34
L8-26

å--Higher values = more

Pane

Each mean represenrs t,"-äi-tñiää'.iåi,iiirii"h _ "¡¡tEç EvcrrudtJ."Mean.scores which fall within the ranqe otsigni f icantly dif f erent.

scoreâ

22 .5
2I .9
2r .6
20 .2
20.r
20.r
20 .0
r.9.6
18.9
18.8
18.7
18.5
18.4
17 .7
r7 .4
r6.7
16.6
15.0
14.9
13.9

Resul-t of ¡neán-s

compa ri s onb

intens e beany flavor on

Tr

lllr
a scale of 0-30.
by each of ten panelists.

the sarne bar are not
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had a score of 2L9 while Vine 82 (stored under accelerated

conditÍons ) scored 17 ,7 ,

Type of bean appeared to be a factor affecting beany

flavor, The three vÍne beans (.A,, 81 and C) were given the

highest scores for this characteristic, These samples had

beany flavors which were significantly more intense than the

fLavors of Bush P, M, Q, B, O, E, J2 and D beans and also

VÍne 82 beans,

Location of growth also had a strong influence on the

intensity of beany flavor. The beans grown in Chimaltenango

(Vine A, 81, C and Bush K beans ) were given the highest

scores, having the most intense beany flavor, whil-e the

beans from Jutiapa had an intermediate beany flavor. For

most Guatemalân consumers, black beans from ChimaLtenango

have the "best flavor" of all- black beans grown in cuatemal-a

(EIias et aL, 1985), Although consumers know that the

f J.avor of these beans is goodf they are unabLe to describe

or identify this characteristic. The above resul-ts suggest

that this "good flavor" reported by consumers is an intense

beany flavor (the flavor characteristic of beans).

As it was mentioned before, most str.rdies focused on

beans reported the presence of off-flavors or musty, hay-

like, earthy or chemicaL fLavors (Swanson, 1985f Dos Santos

Garruti¿ 1981) in beans, as influenced by different storage

conditions, According to the sensory panel- results in the

present study, the loss of beany flavor, appear to be a
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phenonenon occurring in black beans during storage under

suboptírnaI conditions, In this study panelists did not

identify off-flavors although off flavors have been

identified in other studies.

4.4,4,2 Beany aftertaste
Mean beany aftertaste scores ranged from 9.9 t,o 19,9

(Table 4,9) , Ëhe Iower score representing niLder beany

aftertaste. The range and order of samples, when scored for
aftertastef were similar to those obtained for beany flavor,

L,ength of storage and storage conditions both appeared

to influence beany aftertaste scores, The samples rated as

having the l-owest scores for beany aftertaste were the Bush

P and O samples, stored under ambient, condit,ions for six
years and for six months respectively, and Bush M beans that
had been stored for L4 weeks under accelerated storage

conditions, The influence of storage conditÍons was also
found when comparing the scores gÍven to Vine 81 and Vine 82

samples, Vine 81 (stored at 4oC) received a score of 79,2

and it had a significantJ.y stronger beany aftertaste than

the Vine B2 sarnpLe (stored under accelerated conditions)
which scored 15,6.

Beany aftertaste hras also inf l_uenced by the tlæe of
bean. Vine bean samples obtained the highest scores

(bet,ween 18,6 and 19,8) while bush beans obtained scores

between 9.9 and 17.6. À strong inf l-uence of location of



identification date temperature
(mon/year) (oC)

p e

Vine
vine
Vi ne
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Vine
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h

TabLe 4.9 - Beany aftertaste scores

B1
L
J1
K
H
C
F
J2
G
B2
I
N
D
B

o
E
o
M
P

Harves t

Jan/ 87
J an/ 87
Jan/ 87
Dec / 86
Jan/ 87
Nov/ 8 6
Dec / 86
Sept/86
Dec/86
Sept/86
Jan/87
Nov/ I6
Dec / 86
Nov/ I6
Aug/ I6
19 81
Nov/ 8 6
Nov/ I6
Feb/87
1981

Storage Pane

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

-26
4

uHigh". val-ues = more intense beany aftertaste on a scal-e of 0-30,
Each mean represents two or three evaruations by each of ten panelists.

bM".n 
""or"s which fal-I within the range of the same bar are not

s igni f icantJ,y different.

scorea

19.8
1.9 .2
18.6
L7 .6
L7 .4
r-6.6
16.3
16.3
L6.2
15.8
15.6
t-5.5
14.8
14.5
13.6
13.6
13.5
13.3
11.8
9.9

compari s onb

È of means

I8

r8-26
34

t8-26

@
UJ
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growth on the intensity of beany aftertaste was observed.
Three sampl-es from Chimaltenango (Víne A, B1 and C beans)

had the highest scores for this characteristic, ranging from
18,6 to 19,8,

The correspondence between the scores given to the
sampLes for beany flavor and aftertaste suggests either that
these two characleristics are very closely rel-ated or that
the panelists measured both in the same way, even though the
instructions for measuring them were different,
4 ,4 .4 ,3 Bitterness

Mean scores for bitterness are shown in Tab1e 4,L0.
The vaLues ranged from 11.6 to 17,9 with t,he higher scores
indicating greater bitterness, This narrow range of scores

showed that there was not a very good discrirnination among

the samples based on this characteristic,
Length of storage did not have an influence on the

bitterness of the bean sampLes, The Bush O beans, stored
for six nonths and Bush p and e beans, stored for six years,
scored 13,6f 13.9, and 14.3 respectivei.y, and were in the
middl-e of the distribution of scores. The effect of
conditions of storage on bitterness scores was no! evident
when the scores for Bush J1 and J2 sampJ_es were compared.

Bush J1 (stored at 40 C) had a score of 15.0 while Bush J2

( stored under accel-erated conditions) had a score of 13.6.
a significant difference betr^reen both scores was not found.

Type of bean had a strong influence on bitterness



identification date temperature
(mon/year) (oc)

Vine
Vine
Vine
vine
Bus h
Bus h
Bus h
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush

c
B1

B2
N
F
J1
K
o
P
o
J2
M
H
c
I
G
D

B
E

Table 4.10 - Bitterness scores

Jan/87
Jan/87
Jan/87
Jan/ 87
Dec,/86
Sept/86
Ðec / 86
Jan/ 87
1981
1981
Nov/86
Dtc / 86
Feb / 87
Nov/ 8 6
Dec/86
Nov/86
Sept/86
Nov/ I6
Àug/86
Nov,/ I6

S torage

4
4
4

34
4
4
4
4

tHigh"r values = more bitter sample on a scale of 0-30.
- Each mean represents two or thrèe evaruations by each of ten panerists.
bM"un ."o."s which fall within the range of the same bar are notsignif icantly dif ferent.

scoreâ

L8-26
t8-26
t8-26

34
34

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

I7.9 Tr7-1 I r
i3:9 I Ils.s I I15-l I I1s.0 I I

14.4 - |14.3 Ir.3.e I
13.6
13.6
13.3
13.1
12 .6
12 .6
t2 .5
12.5
ll.8
11.6

compa ri s onb

@
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scores, Four vine beans (three stored at 40 C and one under

accelerated storage ) were given the highest scores for this
characteris!ic. The three refrigerated (40 C) vine samples

were significantly mote bitter than the maJority of the

refrigerated bush samples.

Location of growth also appeared to influence
bitterness scores, The five bean samples from Chimaltenango

(Vine À, B1r 82, C and Bush K) had scores in the upper half
of the distribution while most of the beans grown in Jutiapa
had scores in the Iower half of the distribution. The

samples wÍth the lowest scores were Bush E and B from

Jutiapa, They were significantly l_ess bitter than four vine
beans from Chimaltenango and a bush bean from Jalapa.

4,4.5 Texture

GuatemaLan consumers consider textural characteristics
as important quality indicators for black beans,

Doughiness / softness, and spreadability were mentioned among

the prÍncÍpal characteristics of good quality cooked beans

(Watts et a1,, 1987). ln the present. study, five textural-
characteristics of black beans were selected and evaluated

by the trained pane1. They were particle sj-ze of the

cotyledon, hardness, cohesiveness, seed coat toughness, and

chewiness.

4,4,5.l- CotyLedon particle size

Mean scores for particle size of the cotyl-edon are

given Ín Table 4.11. particle size differences among the



SampJ. e

identification date
( mon /year )

Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush
Vine
Bus h
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bus h
Vine
vi ne
Bush
vine
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bush

Table 4.I1 - Cotyledon particle size scores

P

M
J2
B2

F
N
G
I
c
B
c
B1
D
A

J1
H
E

Harvest

19 81
19 81
Feb,/ I7
Dec / 86
Jan/87
Nov,/ I6
Sept/86
Dec/86
Sept/86
Nov/ I6
Dec/86
Àug/ 86
Jar./87
J an/ 87
Nov/ 86
Jaî/ 87
Jan/ 87
Dec/86
Nov/86
Nov/86

S torage
Lemperature

(oc)

r8-26
r8-26

34
34
34

L8-26
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Pane

tHigher values = Iarger particle size on a scaÌe of 0-30.
Each mean represents two or three evaluations by each of ten panelists.

bM"r., 
"ao."s which fall within the range of the same bar are not

signif icantly dif f erent.

scoreâ

22 .9
2t.L
19.0
16.6
L4 .6
11.3
8.8
8.4
8.3
7.5
6.6
6.3
6.0
5.8
5.5
5.2
5.r
5.0
¿q
4.4

Result of means

cornparisonb

ttL
'I

ltl

@{
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samples were marked. The values ranged from 4.4 Lo 22,g,

Higher values indicated J.arger particles (greater granular_

ity). This wide range of values showed good discrimination
among the samples based on this charactexistic.

I-.,ength of storage and conditions of storage both

appeared to be factors that influenced partÍcIe size scores.

The largest particles were found in the cotyledon of Bush p

and Q samples (stored for six years ) and Bush trd¡ J2 and 82

(stored under acceLerated conditions ), These fÍve sampl-es

had particles significantly J.arger than the other samples,

scores ranging from 14.6 lo 22.9. The Bush O sample, which

had been st,ored under a¡nbÍent, conditions for six months I

also scored high for this characteristic, The influence of
storage method on particle size was evident when comparing

the scores given to Bush J1 and Bush J2 sarnples. Bush J1

beans ( stored under refrigeration ) scored 5 , 0, having

particles significantly smaller than Bush J2 beans, which

scored 16,6. Bush J2 beans came from the same original lot
bu! were stored under acceLerated conditions for 14 weeks, À

similar difference occurred with Vine B1 beans (stored at
4oC ) and Vine B2 beans (stored under accelerated
conditions), which scored 5,8 and 14.6 respectively, The

sample stored at 4oC had particles significantly larger than

the sampl-e stored under accelerated condilions.
Type of bean did not appear to be an important

determinant of cotyledon particle size scores. The samples
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given the lowes! scores for particle size were Bush E, H, J1

and Kf ranging from 4.4 to 5.1. Vine A, 81 and C samples

were the next in the score distribution, aLso having smalÌ

particl-es, There was no significant, difference between the

scores given to the samples in the two groups,

Location of growth did not have a strong influence on

the particl-e size scores, Beans grown in Jutiapa and

Chimaltenango had scores in the Lower half of the

distributÍon and significant differences did not exist
between the two groups,

4 ,4 ,5 .2 Hardness

Mean hardness scores ranged from 8.4 to 22,8, with the

higher scores representing harder samples (Table 4,LZ),

Some sarnp.Les remained much harder than others, even though

al-I of the samples were cooked to their individual points of

optimum doneness as determined using t,hree different
criteria (Section 3,4), The score distribution fol-Lowed an

order simÍIax to the one for particì.e size.

The hardest beans were the two samples stored under

ambien! conditions for six years (Bush P and Q) and Bush M

beans, which had been stored und.er accelerated conditions

for 14 weeks. These three samples were significantly harder

than all the other sampLes,

Length of storage and conditions of storage both

appeared to infLuence hardness scores, Bush B and F samples

from Jutiapa, harvested in August and September and stored



Table 4.12 - Hardness scores

identification date temperaÈure scoreâ comparisonb(mon/year) (oc)

Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Vine
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Vi ne
Bush
Bush
Vi ne
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bush
Vi ne

P
o
M
F
B2
J2
o
B
N

L
B1
K
J1
A
E
D
I
H
c

198r.
r98r
Feb / 87
Sept/86
Jan/87
Dec/86
Nov,/ I6
Àug/86
Dec/86
Sept/86
Dec / 86
Jan / 87
J ar./ 87
Dec / 86
Jan/87
Nov/ I6
Nov/ 8 6
Nov/ I6
Nov/86
Jan/87

L8-26
r8 -26

34
4

34
34

r8-26
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

uHigh". values = harder sample on
Each mean represents two oi three

bM".n 
""ot"s which fall within thesignificantly di f ferent .

22 .8
20.5
19.8
r5.4
15.2
15.1
13.6
13 .2
12.8
12 .6
11.6
11.3
11.I
10.9
10.8
10.7
10.6
10.3
9.1
8.4

I1-I

a scale of 0-30.
evaluations by each of ten panelists.
range of the same bar are not
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under ambient conditions untÍL they were collected, and Bush

O beans, also stored under ambient conditíons, were harder

than most of the beans harvested between November 1986 and

January L987, and stored under refrigeratÍon, The influence
of storage conditions is evident when comparing the scorês

given to Bush J1 and Bush J2 sampLes. Bush J1 beans, stored

under refrigeration, scored 10.9 and it was significantly
softer than Bush J2 beans, stored under accelerated

conditions which had a score of 15.1.

Type of bean did not appear to have an effect on

hardness scores. Samples from both tlæes, bush and vine,
are Iocated in distinctly different regions of the score

distribution, Location did not have a strong ínfluence in
t,he scores given to hardness, Beans grown in different
regions (Jutiapa and Chimal-tenango) had scores that were not

statistically different and $¿hich were located in different
pJ"aces in the distríbution of scores.

Length and conditions of storage were the most

important châracterislics affectÍng hardness of black beans,

The beans stored for extended periods or stored under

suboptimal conditions were the hardest ones, even though

each sample was cooked to its optimum cooking time (Section

3.4 ) , Table 4.4 shows that those sanp.J.es were the ones wÍth

the Longest cooking times. SeveraÌ authors (.Antunes and

Sgarbieri I 1979; Burr et aI., 1968i Dos Santos Garruti and

Bournef 1985) have reported the development of hardness and
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an increase in cooking tine for beans stored for extended

periods of time under high temperature, high humidity
conditÍons,

4,4,5,3 Cohesiveness

The third texture characteristic evaÌuated by the

trained panel- was cohesiveness. As shown in Tab]e 4,13/ the

range of scores for this characteristic was 9.5 to 22.51

lower scores representing less cohesÍve sampLes, This range

was sÍmilar to the range for hardness and particJ.e size but

in an Ínvert,ed order.

Long storage or storage under accelerated conditions
generally resul-ted in low scores for cohesiveness. Three

samples stored under ambient conditions for extended periods

(Bush P, Q and O samples) and three samples stored under

accel-erated conditions (Bush M, J2 and B2 beans ) were

significantly less cohesive than the majority of the other
samples, having scores between 9.5 and L?.1. The infLuence

of storage conditions on cohesiveness of the bean samples

can be noticed when looking at the scores given to Bush J1

and Bush J2 sampLes, Bush J1 beans (stored at 4oC) scored

20,4 whil-e Bush J2 beans (stored under accel-erated

conditions) scored 14.5. A similar difference occurred with
Vine B1 beans ( stored at 4oC) and Vine B2 beans (stored

under accelerated conditions) samples, which scored 21,5 and

16.3 respectively. In both cases¿ the sampLes stored at 4oC

were significantly more cohesive than those stored under



identification date temperature
( mon,/year ) ( oC 

)

vine
Bus h
Vine
Bush
Bush
Bush
Vine
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bush
Vi ne
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush

C
E
À
D
H
K
B1
J1
B

c
I
F
N
o
B2
J2
M
ô
P

Table 4.13 - Cohesiveness scores

Jan / 87
Nov/ I 5
Jan/ 87
Nov/ I 6
Nov/ I6
Jan/ 87
J an/ 87
Dec / 86
Àug/86
Sept/86
Dec/86
Nov/ I6
Sept/86
Decl86
Nov/ I6
Jan/87
Dec / 87
Feb / 87
1981
198r

S torage

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

tnighe. values = nore
LEach mean represents two or three evaluations by each of ten paner-ists
"Mean scores which fal-l within the range of the same bar are notsignificantly di f ferent .

s coreô

22.5
)t )
22 .0
2t .9
2r .6
2r .5
2L.5
20.4
20.r
19 .9
19.8
19.1
18.8
t8.2
17. r
16.3
14.5
L2.5
L2.4
o<

compari s onb

r8-26
34
34
34

78-26
L8 -26

cohesive sample on a scale of 0-30.

I",

\o
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acceLerated conditions,

Type of bean appeared to be a factor affecting
cohesi.veness scores, The three vine beans stored at 40 C

(Vine A¿ Bl , C ) had scores Ín the upper half of the

dístribution while most of the bush beans stored at 4oC had

scores in the lower half of the distrÍbution,
Location also appeared to influence cohesiveness in

these samples. The four samples grown in Chimaltenango,

stored under refrigeration (vine A, Bl-, C and Bush K

sampl-es) were more cohesive than the maJority of the samples

grown in Jutiapa and stored under refrigeration.
4,4.5,4 Seed coat t,oughness

Mean scores for toughness of the seed coat are given in
Table 4,14, The scores ranged from 11,7 Eo ZO.9t lower

scores represen!ing more tendex seed coats, This narrow

range of scores shows that there was not very good

discrimination among the samples based on this
characteristic,

Long storage time under suboptimal conditions appeared

to have an influence on the toughness of seed coat scores,

Bush P sanple ( stored for six years under ambient

conditions ) had a score of 20.9 and it was the sample with
the toughest, seed coa!, Bush e (stored for six years) and

Bush O, B and F samples, stored for four or six months under

ambient conditions, also had high scores for toughness of
seed coat, Their scores were located in the upper half of



Samp

identification date tenperature
(mon/year¡ (oC)

Bus h
Vine
Vine
Vi ne
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bush
Bus h
Vi ne
Bus h
Bush
Bus h
Bush
Bus h
Bus h
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Bus h

Table 4.14 - Seed coat toughness scores

P
À
c
B2
o
M
u
B
F
B1
J2
N
E
C
J1

H
K
I
D

Harves t

19 81
Ja¡/ 87
Jan/ 87
Jan/87
Nov/ 8 6
Feb/ 87
19 81
Àug,/ 8 6
Sept/86
Jan/87
Dec/86
Dec/86
Nov/ I6
Dec/86
Dec/86
Sept/86
Nov,/ I6
Jarl/87
Nov/ I 6
Nov/ 86

Storage paneL mean

I8-26
4
4

34
L8-26

34
r8-26

4

4
4

34
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

tHigh". values = tougher seed

nEach 
mean represents two or three evaluations by each of ten panelists.

-Mean scores vrhich fall within the range of the same bar are not

scoreâ

signi f -icantJ-y dif f erent .

20.9
20 .0
18.8
r8.7
r8.6
18.5
18.0
17.6
17.5
17.2
r6.7
16.6
16 .2
16.0
r5.9
15 .7
14.9
14.3
13.5
II .7

Res u

compa ri s onb

t of means

I]1

coat on a scale of 0-30.

Il,

\o
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lhe distribution.
Type of bean had a very important effect on toughness

of seed coat scores, The three vine samples stored at 4oC

had scores in the upper half of the distrÍbution. Two of
them, Vine A and C samples, scored 20,0 and 18,B respective-
1y Vine A had seed coat significantLy tougher than the

majority of bush beans harvested after November 1996 and

stored at 4oC,

Location did not have an important infLuence on the

scores for seed coat toughness, Samples gro\4n in the

different Iocations had scores Iocated in different areas of
the distribution.

Fron the resul-ts presented above, the influence of type
of bean and storage on toughness of seed coat was observed.

Bush beans had more tender seed coats than three of the four
vine beans studied, These resul-ts are in agreenent with the

criterion of GuatemaLan consuners; that vine beans are not
rreJ-l- accepted because they have tough and thick seed coats

which, according t,o the consumers, causes digestive probJ.ems

(Elias, 1985), Long term storage appeared to increase

toughness in the seed coats of t,he bean sarnples, These

results are compatible with what is reported by several-

authors. Saio (1976) found differences between seed coats

of hard and normal soybeans, and reported that hard beans

had more fiber and calcium in their seed coat thân normal

soybeans. She also observed that the mÍcropyle seemed to be
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more dense in hard beans. Jackson and Varri ano -Ma¡s ton

(1981) reported that biophysical- and biochemical changes in
both seed coat and cotyledon occur during storage, They

claimed that the seed coat of hard beans, from accelerated
storage, was the najor barrier to bean softening during
cooking, When they decorticated the bean samples before

cooking, a significant reduction in cooking time was

observed, Sefa-Dedeh et a]. (1979) aLso reporled that
after rernoving the seed coat in cowpeas the force to extrude

them was dramaticall-y reduced, indicating thaÈ the seed. coat

plays an important roLe in texture,
4,4,5,5 Chewiness

Mean scores for chewiness are shown in Tabl_e 4, 15, The

scores ranged from 14.3 to 2L6, with higher scores

representing chewier beans. This range was similar to the

range for seed coat toughness.

The l-argest values for chewiness were given to the

sampJ-es stored for six years under ambient conditions (Bush

P and O ) and to two sarnples stored under accelerated.

conditions (Bush M and Vine 82). They had scores ranging

from 19.3 to 21.6, Bush O and Bush B samples, stored
under ambient condÍt_ions for four or six months, had scores

in the upper half of the distribution,
Type of bean appeared to have an important effect on

chewiness scores. The four vine bean samples had scores in
the upper half of the distribution, The vine 82 beans



Samp

identification date temperature scorea
(mon/year) (oc)

Bush
Bush
Bush
Vi ne
Vi ne
Vine
Bu sh
Bush
Bush
Bus h
Vi ne
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bus h

P
o
M
B2
À
B1
B
U
c
J2
c
N
F
J1
K
I

H
D
E

Table 4.15 - Chewiness scores

Harves t

t 981
198t
Feb / 87
Jafr/ 87
Jan/ 87
Jan/87
Àug/86
Nov/ 8 6
Dec/86
Dec/86
Jan/87
Dec/86
Sept/86
Dec / 86
Jan/8'l
Nov/ 8 6
Sept/86
Nov/86
Nov/ 8 5

torage Pane

r8-26
L8-26

34
34

4
4
4

uHÍgh". values = chewier sample on
Each mean represents tbro or three

bM"un u.o."s which faÌI within thesignif icantly dif ferent.

r8-26
4

34
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

2r .6
19.9
19.9
19.3
18.8
L8.7
18.0
1? o

L7 .6
17 .3
L7.2
16.6
16.3
16 .2
16.1
15.9
r5.8
15.5
15.2
14.3

Result o

compari s onb

IlII

lll
-1

a scal-e of 0-30.
eval-uations by each of ten panelists.
range of the same bar are not

-L



(stored under accelerated conditions ) got the highest score

among the vine samples, probably showing the combined effect
of type of bean and storage conditions on the chewíness of
the sample, Location did not inf l-uence the scores for
chewiness.

4,4,6 Correlations Between Sensory Characteristics
The resul-ts presented above suggested that there were

interre Iationships among the sensory characteristics. As

shown in Table 4.16, the correfations between many of the

sensory characteristics were signifÍcant.
Cooked beans that had high scores for darkness of coLor

also had high scores for hardness and chewiness. Darkness

of color and hardness had a sígnificant correlatÍon of 0,37

while darkness of color and chewiness had a correlation of
0,26, The harder beans, stored for J-ong periods under

suboptimal conditions, were dark in color and also had large
particles in the cotyledon and tough seed coats, which made

them chewier than the fresher sanples,

A reLationship anong the three f l-avor characteristics,
beany f J.avor, beany af t,ertaste and bitterness, was found.

The highly significant correlation between beany f J.avor and

beany aftertaste (0,84) suggested that these two character-

islics were very cJ-osely rel-ated (a bean with strong beany

flavor l-ef t strong aftertaste after it was swallowed) or
that the panel-ists were measuring the same thing for the two

characteristics. Most of the bean sampJ.es that had high



Beany flavor f .O0

Beany aftertaste
Hardness

Particle size
Cohesiveness
Seed coat

toughness
Chewiness

B.itterness
Darkness of

color
Degree of

spl irring

Table 4-16 - pearson correlation matrix of sensory scores

Beany Beany
flavor aftertaste

o. 844

r.00

Hard- ParticÌe
ness s ize

significant at p<0 . 001
bsignificant at p<0.0I
csignificant at p<0 - 05

-o - 2ga

-0.234

l-00

-0. 354

-o .264

0. 664

1.00

Cohesi-Seedcoat Cherri_
venesS toughness nesS

0.254

0-r8a

-0.474

-0. 584

1.00

0 .0r -0. 05

-0-00 -0-05
0.164 O - r?a

o.t2b 0.25a

-o. o9c -o-r2b
l-00 0-384

r.00

Bitter- Darknes6 Degree ofness of color splitting

0.12c 0.03

o-rsb 0-04

0 - 07 0.3?a

0.04 0.334

0 - 05 -O -204

0.14b o-2oa
o -244 o -2Ea

I . O0 o.l8a

r.00

o-294

o-264

-0.474

-0-474

0,414

-0 - l0c
-0- llc

0-00

-0-r5
r-00

o
O
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scores for beany f l-avor and beany aftertastef also had high

scores for bitterness. Bitterness appears to be an

important part of the characteristic flavor of black beans.

The beans gÍven Èhe l-owest scores for beany fÌavor afso

received low values for beany aftertaste and intermediate

values for bÍtterness. This suggests that l-ength and

conditions of storage may have an effect on beany flavor and

aftertaste andf to a Lesser extent, on bitterness.
A strong relationship was observed among the textural

characteristics of cotyledon particle síze, hardness and

cohesiveness. The correlations found for these

characteristics were3 particle size and hardness (0.66 ) r

cohesiveness and hardness (-0,47), cohesiveness and particle
size (-0,58), Bush bean E from Jutiapa had the smaLlest

particl-e size Ín the cotyl"edon and a.l-so was the second most

cohesive bean, Samples bush H and J had low scores for
particle size as well as for hardness, The old samples

(bush P and O) and the three sampLes stored under

accelerated conditions (bush M, J and B) were the Ieast

cohesive samples, They were also the hardest samples and

had the greatest cotyledon granularity.
A high positive correlation was found between degree of

splitting and cohesiveness (0.41). A high negative corre-

l-ation existed between degree of splitting and hardness (-
0.47) and between degree of splitting and particLe size (-
0,48). The samples with the lower percentage of split beans
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were aLso the sampJ.es that received high scores for hardness

and size of particl-es in the cotyledon and 1ow scores for
cohesiveness, The number of splil beans in a sample was

mentioned as an Ímportant characteristic of good quality
cooked beans by Guatemal_an consumers (Watts et a]. I IggT),
Consumers use the nurnber of beans that have split during
cooking to judge the cooking time and quality,

A relationship between chewiness and toughness of seed

coat was also found, with a correlation of 0,39, The

samples \^rith the highest scores for seed coat toughness

(bush P t vj.ne A, C and BZ) aLso had high scores for
chewiness, Significant correlations of 0.17 and 0,25 were

found between chewiness and hardness and bet\^¡een chewiness

and particle size respectively. The samples with t.he

highesÈ scores for chewiness were also given high scores for
part,icle size and hardness , Adams and Bedford (Ig7 2)

reported that chewiness Ís a parameter that should be

incLuded when eva.Luating textural- characteristics in beans.

They mentioned that gumrniness and adhesiveness are

characteristics perceived during chewing, Chewiness scores
appear to be influenced by a number of different texture
qualities.

An examination of texture and flavor characteristics
showed a positive correlation (0.14) between bitterness and

seed coat t,oughness, This finding confirrns what is reported
in the literature i that tannins, the compounds that
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contribute to bitterness of beans I are concentrated in the

seed coat (Bressani & Elias I I979),

Hardness was negatively correlated with beany flavor 1-

0, 29 ) and with beany aftêrtaste (-0.23 ) , Cohesiveness was

positively correl-ated to beany fLavor (0,25), The harder

beans, which had l-ow scores for cohesíveness, were the ones

with l-ower scores for beany flavor and beany aftertaste.
The strong relationships presented above show either

that some attributes were strongly xelated or that some

attributes were measuring the same characteristic in the

samples. Therefore, a procedure to reduce the ten variables

to a lesser number of factors was f oLl-owed,

4,4,7 Principal Cornponent Anal-ysis

Principal component analysis (pCA) , using Factor

anaLysis procedures from Statistical_ AnaLysis System (SÀSf

1985 ) , was carried ou! to identify underJ.ying

characleristics which provÍded cotnmon elements among the

sensory attributes. PCA indicated conmon structures anong

some sensory attributes. I'ive prÍncipal components were

extracted (Table 4.J,7 ) , CommunaLities, which are the

amounts of variance for indivÍduaL variables exptained by

all components (Berenson et aI., 1983), indicated that the

number of components extracted was adequate and that
outl-iers were not evident, Conmunalities greater than one

wouLd indicate problems with the solutÍon¡ usual.ly

indicatÍng that too many or two few conponents were
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Table 4.17 - Rotated-factor loadings for each component forl0 sensory attributes evaluatéd by a trained panel

Cohesiveness

Dêgree of spl i tting
Hardness

Particle size
Àftertaste
Beany flavor
Seed coat toughness

Cher,¡iness

Darkness of color
Bitterne6s

o.79

o .7't

-o.72

-o-78

0-14

o-22

-0. 08

-0-09

-0.18

0.00

Percent of variance 24,96

Cumulative
percent of variance 24 .96

0 - 04

0.15

-0-r5

-0.19

0.94

0.93

0-05

-0. 0B

0.05

0.t0

t8.74
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-0.06

-0. 05

0.06
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-0 .02

0.0r.
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o .'13

0.15

o.12

r3.89
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-0 - 05

0.14
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o .2a

0.03

-0.00

0.01

0.r9

0.9r

0.07

tI. t8

't9."ì7

0.14

-0.06

0.06

0.05

0.07

0 - 03

-0-04

o .24

0.07

0.96
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0.6s

o .64

0.69

0.74

o .92

0.91

o.'t9

0.6s

0. 90
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extracted, Lor^r communal-ities would indicate that the

variables with Iow values were outliers.
The PCÀ solution accounted f.or 90t of the variance

among samples, Factor loadings (Table 4,I7)t which are the

correlations between the components and the varíables, were

examined to interpret the components, Component one, which

accounÈed for 24.98 of the varíance, was interpreted as a

cotyledon textuÍe component due to high J-oadings for
cohesiveness (0.79 ) ¿ degree of splitting (0 ,77 ) , hardness (-
0 . 72 ) and partÍcle size ( -0,78 ) . Particle size and hardness

were directly related and they were inversely related to

cohesiveness and degree of splÍt,ting. Component two

accounted for 18.74t of the variance. This component was

interpreted as a flavor component as it, had high Ioadings

for beany aftertaste ( 0, 94 ) and beany flavor ( 0, 93 ) ,

Component three was interpreted as a seed coat component as

evidenced by high loadings for the at.tributes seed coat

toughness (0.88 ) and chewiness (0,73 ) . It explained t 3 .89S

of the varj-ance. Component four, a color component, had

high loadings for the attribute darkness of color only.

Component four accounted for 11. fBt of the variance,

Component five, a bitterness component, accounted for L0.38

of the variance,

These results suggested the possibility of measuring

the sensory perception of black beans using fewer

descriptive terms. Five descriptoxsf one representing each
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of the principal componentsf could be chosen on the basis of
their factor Ioadings to characterize samples, The

descriptor with the highest loading within a single factor
shoul-d be chosen . However, in this research, several
attributes within a single factor had simiLar loadings.
Therefore a combined criterion to sel-ect attributes, based

on size of t,he J-oading and ease and convenience to measuïe

the attribute by the trained panel, may be used.

According t,o the resuLts, in component one I

cohesiveness and cotyledon particle size showed the highest
J-oadings (0.79 and -0,78 respectively) . Because the

measurement of particle size is more objective and better
standards are avail-able to define the extrenes of this
characteristÍc, particl-e size may be chosen,

Component two included beany aftertaste and beany

flavor, both having similar loadings (0.94 and 0.93

respectively) , Because both attributes are equally
difficult to neasure, either one could be chosen, Beany

aftertaste may be selected.

Component three included seed coat toughness and

chewÍness with loadings of 0.88 and 0,73 respectiveLy. Seed

coat t.oughness may be chosenf because ít had a higher
Ioading, NevertheLess, because of the high correl-ation
belween those two characteristics (Table 4,16), and the fact
that chewiness is easy to measure, one could consider

including chewiness instead, for this component, From
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component four and five, the measurement of darkness of

co.Ior and bitterness may be included.

4,5 ACCEPTABILITY OF SÀ}4PLES

Twenty-two different samples of beans (20 experimental

samples, the blind control and the reference) were evaLuaÈed

for overall acceptability using a 9-point hedonic scale

ranging fron 1=dislike extremeJ-y to 9=like extremely. Às

shown in Table 4,18 the range of scores for this
characteristic was 2.5 to 6.8,

Conditions of storage and length of storage both

appeared to inf J-uence the acceptability of the samples, The

samples stored under acceleraled condÍtÍons for 14 weeks

(Bush M, J2 and Vine 82) and the beans that had been stored

for 6 years under ambien! conditions (Bush P and Q) were

significantly i-ess acceptable than aII the other sarnples,

with scores rangÍng from 2.5 to 3,5.

Type of bean aLso influenced the scores for
acceptability. The nost acceptable sampl-es were the bush

beans from Jutiapa and Chinaltenango. Among the vine beans,

Vine C sample \^¡a s the most acceptable,

The results indicated that texture played a major role
in determining the acceptability of the 22 bean samples,

The bush E sample, which was one of the two most acceptabLe

samples, was al,so the sample with the smal-Iest particle
size, the second most cohesive sample and also the Ieast

chewy sample. The vine C bean, which was also high].y
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À
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acceptable, was the softest and most cohesive sampLe among

all the other sampLes and the least chewy in the group of

vine bean samples, On the other handf the Ieast acceptable

beans were those which had the largest particLe size and the

hardest and least, cohesive cotyledon. They were also the

most chewy samples. Most of the unacceptable sarnples a.Iso

had a low score for degree of spl_itting.
FIavor characteristícs also pl-ayed an inportant roLe in

determíning the acceptability of the sarnples. Bush E, one

of the most acceptable sanples, had the lowest, mean score

for bÍtterness and intermediate score for beany flavor. The

l-east acceptable samples (oLd samples and t,hose stored under

acceLeraled conditions) had the lowest mean scores for of
beany flavor. The vine beans from Chi¡naltenangor which were

highly scored for flavor intensity, had an intermediate

overalÌ acceptabiJ-ityf ranging from 5,3 to 6.2. Texture \^¡as

therefore the najor determinant of acceptability.
These resufts are in agreenent with the survey resuLts

reported by watts et al (1987), The survey, conducted among

Guatemalan consumers, reported that the principal
characteristics of good quality cooked beans were !

splitting across the middle of the beans, easy spreading of
the cotyledonf soft. spongy and doughy grains. From the

present study, Ít is clear that the size of the particl_es

and the cohesiveness of the cotyledon were very important

characteristics in determining acceptability, Chewiness was
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also a determíning characteristic and since principal
component analysis showed that Ít was cl_osely related to
seed coat toughness, it can be assumed that the toughness of
the seed coat was also influencing the acceptability of the

samples. This may explain why the samples which had the

most intense beany f J.avor (considered desirable among

consumers ), but also had the toughest seed coat, were rated

as having only an int,ermediate overaLl- acceptabil-iÈy. The

resul-ts of the final acceptability test might suggest that
the influence of length and conditions of storage and type

of bean had more effect on acceptabitity than the location
influence,

To represent graphicalJ.y the outstanding characteris-
tics of the most acceptable and the least acceplable

samples, spider-web diagrans were produced, Superimposed

spider-webs, showing the intensity of each characteristic
for the three most acceptable and the three 1eâst acceptable

sampJ.es, axe present,ed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively,
The three most acceptabJ.e samples had high values for

cohesiveness and degree of splitting and low values for
parÈicle sÍze, hardness, seed coat toughness and darkness of

color. The three l-east acceptable beans had high values for
particle size, hardness, seed coat, toughness and chewiness

and l-ow values for degree of spJ_itting and cohesiveness,

Fl-avor characteristics did not sho\r a big difference between

the two groups.
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Figure 4.3 shows superimposed spider-web diagrams to
contrast the most acceptable (Bush E ) and the .Ieast

acceptabl-e (Bush M) bean samples.

4,6 CORRELÀTTONS BETWEEN HEDONIC ÀND SENSORY SCORES

The results presented suggest that some sensory

characteristics were more inportant than others in
influencing the hedonic scores (acceptability) given to the

different sarnples, TabLe 4,79 shows the correlations
obtained between sensory attributes and hedonic scores. A

highly significant positive correlation was found between

cohesiveness and hedonic score (0.9i ) , Figure 4 ,4

iLLustrates this correlation. As can be seenf samples were

distrÍbuted in Èwo different groups. One group contained

the L7 fresh beans with cohesiveness scores between 17 and

23 and hedonic values between 5 and 7, and the other group

contained the 5 o]d beans (Ínc].uding long t,ern storage and

accelerated storage beans ) which had cohesiveness scores

between 9 and 1.7 and hedonic values bet\^¡een 2.5 and 3.5,

A highly signíficant negative correl_aÈion (-0.93) was

found between particle size and hedonic values. Fígure 4,5

graphicalJ.y shows this correlation. Here again, the beans

were split int,o two different groups, the fresh or recently
harvested beans and the old/st,ored beans. The fresh beans

had smafL particl-es (scores between 4,4 and 11,3) and

hedonic scores between 5 and 6.8, The oId/stored sampJ.es

had J.arge particles (scores between 14,6 and 22.9) and
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Table 4 . l9 - pearson corre.Iation rnatrix ofhedonic and sensory scores

Beany flavour
Beany aftertaste
Hardnes s

ParÈicle size

Cohe s ivenes s

Seed coat toughness

Chewines s

Bi tterne s s

Darkness of col-or

Degree of splitting

Hedonic scorês

0.68b

0.54c

-0.884

-0.934

0 , 914

-0.64b

-0.834

-0.06

-0.53c

0.65b

asignificant at p<0. 001
"significant at p<0.01-significant at p<0.05

¿
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hedonic values less than 3.5.

High negative correlations were also found between

hardness and hedonic vaLue (0-.88) and between chewiness and

hedonic score ( -0. 83 ) . Figure 4 .6 shows the correlation
between chewiness and hedonic score. The bean samples were

once again spliÈ into two different groups, the fresh beans

and the old/stored beans. The fresh samples were less chewy

and had high hedoníc scores ranging from 5 to 6.8, The

ol-d/stored samples were more chewy than the fresh ones and

had low hedonic scores of 2.5 to 3.5.

A hÍgh positive correlation (0.68) was found between

beany f l-avor and hedonic score, This rel_ationship is
presented in Figure 4.7, Once again, the old/stored sampJ-es

were grouped in a different universe than lhe fresh samples,

with low intensities of beany flavor (between J-3.9 and 18.4)

and l-ow hedonic scores (2.5 to 3.5 ) .

Significantly negative correJ_ations were found between

seed coat toughness and hedonic score (-0.64) and between

darkness of color and hedonic score (-0,53), A positive
correl-ation (0.65) was found between degree of splitting and

hedonic score.

4,7 PRED]CT]ON OI' HEDONTC R.A,TINGS FROM DESCRIPT]VE AN.A¡YS I S

DATA

The establishment of the relationship between sensory

parameters of a food product and its perceived acceptability
is an important step in the developrnent of new food
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products, the improvement of existing food products and the

direct quantification of quality control parameters

(Horsfield and Taylor, L976), various nethods interrel-ate
sensory and hêdonic measures. The two principal methods

that have been used are correl_ation and regression analysÍs

(Moskowitz et al. t 1979),

4.7.I Prediction Fron Sensory Variables

Equations to predict hedonic ratings, from attribute
scores given to black beans ¿ were deve].oped using stepwise

nultiple regression anaLysis and the naximum R2 procedure.

TabLe 4.20 shows the multiple regression analysÍs carried
out to identÍfy the sensory characteristics that were the

most important to the hedonic scores for the 20 samples of
beans (without incJ,uding the reference sample and the

control). Stepwise procedure showed that very good

predictabiLity was possible with the .two variable modeJ.,

based on scores for cotyledon particle size and for
che\,riness, The equation derived from this combination was ¡

Acceptability = 10.89 - (0,17 )x1 - (0.22]|x2

The coefficient of determination 1r2) for this equation was

0.91. The 12 measures that portion of the total variability
in Y that is "accounted for" by the fitted simple linear
regression model (Berenson et êf., 1983). This nodeL,

therefore, accounted for 918 of the varÍation in the hedonic

scores. Only smaIl inprovements in this value were evident



Table 4'20.- Murtipre regression anarysis using M4x R2 and stepkise forpredicrion of hedonic rarings "'r zo .urfÍ""ä"oi ¡iäät'¡"..r"

vôriable Description

Y Intercept

xl
x.2
x3
x4
X5
x6
x7
x8
x9
xr0

Particle Size
Cherdiness
Seed Coat Toughness
Spl it
Color
Àftertaste
Intensity
Hardness
Cohesiveness
Bitterness

"2
awithoutinc1udingthereferenceandthelri,,o"o,,ffi

iî"riåoåïin*tre 
regression procedure no other va¡:'lLlles mer rhe 0-1500 significance

Beta 
lalue 

(Reqression coefficientì 
_I var 2 var" 4 var 6 var 7 var

7 -49

-o-22

r0-89

-0.17
-o-22

0.876 0.914

rr-03

-0. 20
-0. r1
-0.078
-0.0r86

8.98

-0-17
-0-r0
-0.09
-0-14

o -022
-0.20

o .26

o .921

9 - 58

-0-r9
-0.rÌ
-0. l0
-o -02
0.02

-o-2t
0-25

0.929

level for entry in Lo

0-913

N)
N)
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when 4 or 6 variables were included in the equation. tt was

concluded that, in this case, two variabLes were sufficient
for the prediction of hedonic scores.

Tabl-e 4,21 shows the residual_ val_ues obtained fron the

difference between the actual and the predicted hedonic

scores, Residual val-ues were very low (between 0,02 and

0.8) indicating that the equation worked welÌ in predicting
the acceptability of the sampJ.es, The Ínfluence of particle
size and chewÍness on the hedonic scores is shown in Figure

4.8.

Regression analysis was also applied to predÍct the

acceptabil-ity of the 15 fresh samples of the group of 20

samples, Ieaving out the scores given to the ol-d samples and

the sampLes stored under accelerated conditions, ,fabLe 4,22

shows that the use of a three variabLe equationf including
chewiness, particle size and aftertaste, was sufficient to
predict hedonic scores for these J.5 sampLes, with an 12 of

0,79, The equation derived from this com.bination was:

Àcceptability = 11.25 - (0.35)x1 + (0.09)xZ - (0.11)x3

These results showed that similar characteristics to the

ones included in the first equation (for 20 samples ) ¿

emerged when the 5 old/stored samples were l_ef t out.

However, aftertaste as welI as cot,yledon particle size and

chewiness contributed significantLy to the equations.

4.7,2 Prediction !'ron Factors

The five factors produced fron pCA were reLated Èo



Table 4.21 - Residual betr^reen actual and predicted hedonicvalues of 20 sanptes of black -beans

Actuala
Hedonic Value

s.38
s.03
6.36
s.03
6.15
6.85
5.54
5.77
6.85
6 .24
5.71
6.13
6 .45
q ôt

6.47
2 .9r
3.50
3.04
2 .59

Predi ctedb
Hedonic Val_ue

aEach mean represents two evaluations
bEach *ean score was calculated from
ÀCC = 10.89 - (0.17)x2 - 0.22 (x2).ta.tt,ul value - predicted value

5.77
5.75
5.79
4.93
6 .49
6 .37
5.71
5.70
6 .8'1
5.99
5.59
5.89
6. s3( oo
6 .36
2.Lr
4.11
2.78
3.15

Res idua I c

-0.39
-0.72
0. s7
0. r0
0 .26
0.48

-0. 1,7
0 .07

-0 .02
0.25
0 .02
0.24

-0.08
-0.07
0.11
0.80

-0.61
0 .26

-0.56

by each of 30
the predictive

untrained panelists.
equa tion

Ê
N)
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Tabre 4-22 - üultiple regression anarysis using uax R2 and stepwise forprediction of hedonic ratings of l5 fresñ black bean sa*þles(without old beans, the reference and the control)

Variable description

Intercept

Chewiness
Cohesiveness
Àfte¡:taste
Particle size
Seed coat toughness
Color

R- 0-505 0.748 0.792 0-828 0.841
-ãitry inio-the model

1 var

ll - 53

-0.32

2 var*

7.t4

o.29
0.r8

3 var

11.25

-0.35

0.09
-0.tt

4 var

7.9

-0.27
o.t2
0-08

-0-0?

5 var

7 -77

-o.26
0.12
0.09

-0.07
-0.0r

\)
o\
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consumer ratings for overall sensory acceptance of black

beans, Factor scores (Table 4,23) were cornputed for each of
the 20 bean samples and used as the predictor variables in
the regression anaJ.ysís. Mean values of hedonic scores were

used as the dependent variable. Table 4,24 shows the val_ues

of the parameters for the multiple regression equation based

on the 5 factors. This equation, which included the five
components, was !

AcceptabilÍty = 5.35 - 1,00(factor 1) + 0,15(factor 2) +

0,62(factor 3) - 1.07(factor 4) + 1.60(factor 5)

The coefficient of determination 1r2) for this equation was

0.88. This high value was obtained only when all five
factors were included in the equalion. Table 4.25 shor^¡s the

residuaL obtained frorn the difference between the actual and

the predicted hedonic scores. The scores ranged between 0

to 1.01, showing that good predictÍon was obtained based on

this equation using the factors. The 12 value for the five
factor equation was not as high as the r2 obtained with the

equatÍon including the two sensory variables (chewiness and

particle size),

Through the use of MVÀ we \,¡ere abl_e to identify sensory

descriptors critical to the acceptance of beans as these

beans were rated by the in-house consumer panel, It would

be interesting to verify the importance of these attributes
through furt,her studies \^¡ith true consumer groups

representative of different ethnic and socioeconomic seclors



Vine À
Bush B
Bush C
Bush Q
Bu6h D
Eush X
Bush N
Vine B
Bush Pl
Bu6h E
Vine C
Bu6h F
Bush c
Bush J.
Bush H'
Bush f
Bush Q
Bu6h J-
Bush ìtr
Vine 82

Table 4.23 - Factor scores for

-1. r27r
-0 .809r
-0.8549
-0.0r26
-0 - 7536
-0.55r1
-0.2838
-o.5622
r.5990

-o .5624
-0 - 6r'15

o . 4532
-0.0283

o .89 42
-0.25s8
-0. rr93

7 .8202
-0 - r057
r. ?09 0
0.9453

0.46499
-0.63975
-0 - 18168
-0.79490
-o.29882
0.21509

-0.08r44
0.65616

-0-87944
-0.543r9
0.65796
0.3r96?
o - 12176
0.153?4
o.2-ì941
0.03930

-0 . 151 14
0.46306

-0.55458
o .39),42

20 black bean sarnples

-o -o3327
-0.52679
0.ltr23

-0.52s39
-0.338r9
-0.30757
-0-13499
-0 - 3018t
-o .I'¡226
-0.2119r
-0.28604

0 - 46587
0.58764

-o - 06952
0.04667

-o .127-r5
0.08720
0 - 23509
0.23034
o .70422

0.9232
o . 4264

-0.0365
0.075r

-0.7303
-o -26A6
0.093s
o .4't94
I -2864

-0. 8652
0.414s
0.ll7l

-0.38r0
-o .2786
-0.8510
-l - rr88
0-6r31

-o.7t29
0-0r95
0.4984

Bitterness

0.35655
-0.00821
0-133t0
o .28123
0.086t7
o -78677
0 - r6697
o .2a346
0.02881

-o . t6212
0.188r7
0.06314

-0 - 24589
-0.13562
-0.2315r
-o.24495
-o .11997
-o.16720
-0.21089
-0.34148

scores

5.378?9
5 - 01030
6.35364
5-02985
6 -'Ì 5'r 58
6.8s075
5.5373r
5.77612
2.90909
6-8507s
6 .24242
5 -'1r642
6.13433
3.50746
6-45455
5 .92424
3:04478
6 .4't't 61
2-59091
3.44't'¡6
6.53030



Table 4.24 -- MuJ-tiple regression analysis qsinqof hedonic ratings of 2l saïpl".u ot'

Variable description

I ntercept

Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
factor 4
Factor 5

R2

awithout including the control sample

uax R2 for prediction
black beans

5 factors

s. 35

-1.00
0.15
o-62

-1.07
r.60

0.88



TabLe 4.25 - Residua.l- betrdeen actuaL and predicted hedonic varuesof 20 sanpJ-es of black beans (using factors)

Actuara n."di.aF
hedonic value hedonic value Residualc

5.4
5.0
6.3
5.0
6.7
6.8
5.5
<1
2.9
6.8
6.2
5.7
6.1
3.5
6.4
5.9
3.0
6.4
2.6
3.4
6.5

6.1
5.2
6.5
5.2
6.'t
6.3
5.7

2.r
6.3
5.7
q)

5.7
4.5
6.2
6.2
2.6
6.1
3.3
3.8

-0.75
-0.23
-0.14
-0.25
-0.02
0.50

-0.17
0.0
0.'t4
0 .47
0.48
0.49
0.34
1.01
0.22

-0.28
0.43
0 .29

-0.70
-0.40

o
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of the Guatenal-an population. Under different experinenta.l

conditions the actual predictive equations could wetl be

modified, However, evidence from this study and the

information gained with the earlier survey of Guatemalan

consumers indicate that the critÍcal_ characteristics
ident,if ied through the PCA and regression anafysis are

likely to be good predictors of bean quality under any

circumstances.
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CTAPTER V

GENERÄI., DISCUSS]ON ÀND CONCLUS IONS

Little work has been published on ways to establish the

relationships between sensory attributes and consuner

acceptability of food products (Schutz and DamreJ-L, L974\,

Few studies relating sensory charact,eri stics to accept-

ability have been reported for horticultural products

(Sanford et af., 1"988), and none have been reported for
legumes, Information gained in the present study, on the

relative importance for acceptability of the main sensory

attributes of bl-ack beans, should be useful for future
research on bean quality improvement.

The fírst objective of this study was to identify and

quantify appearance, flavor and texture attributes of bLack

beans using descriptíve sensory analysis, A ten member

trained panel seJ.ected L0 attrÍbutes as representative of
bLack bean sensory attributes, These were! darkness of
coJ.or, degree of splitting, beany flavor, beany aftertaste,
bitterness, cotyledon paxticLe size, hardness, cohesiveness,

seed coat toughness, and chewiness, Ànalysis of Variance

showed that there were significant differences (p<0.001)

among the sampJ-es for aLl- of the altributes seLected, The

means comparisons showed that there was good discrimination
among the samples using these attributes.

The second obJective of the study was t,o examine the

influence of storage, bean t)4)e and growing location on
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sensory quality, Storage length and conditions appear to be

factors that had the greatest effect of the characteri s t.i cs

of the samples. Typè of bean and LocatÍon of growth also

appeared to determine some sensory characleristÍcs. Samples

that had been stored for J-ong periods, and samples stored

under acceleraled condÍtions had darker seed coats and fewer

spLit beans than the fresher or welI-stored samples.

Storage appear to affect texture as wel-l- as appearance of
the beans. The beans stored for longer periods and under

acceLerated storage were rated as having the hardest and

Ieast cohesive cotyledon, and the greatest cotyledon

granularit,y,

Seed coat toughness and chewiness were affected by

storager bean type and growing location, Old beans and vine

beans grown in Chimaltenango had the highest scores for seed

coat toughness and chewiness.

For f1âvor characteristics a combined effect of storage

time and conditions and of type of beans and growing

Location was observed. The old sarnples and samples stored

under acceLerated conditions had the Least intense beany

fLavor and beany aftertaste. Vine beans, grown in
Chimaltenango, had the most Íntense beany f J-avor, beany

aftertaste, and bitterness,
The third objective was to classify the sensory

characteristics responsibLe for intersanpLe variation into
different factors using principaJ. component anal-ysis (pCÀ) ,
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Five factors, responsible for 908 of t,he variance, were

extracted by the analysis. The factors were related to
cotyledon texture (factor 1)r to beany flavor (factor 2)t to
seed coat characteristics ( factor 3), to color (factor 4),

and to bitterness ( factor 5). This suggests the possibility
that much of the variabiJ.ity in sensory quality among black

beans couÌd be accounted for fewer descriptors. One

attribute representative of each component could be chosen

based on the size of the factor J.oading and the ease to be

measured. Based on this criteria, cotyledon particle size,

beany aftertaste, seed coat, toughness or chewiness,

bitterness and darkness of color may be selected and

eval-uat,ed.

The fourlh objective was to determine the overall
acceptability of the 22 sampfes of beans using an in-house

untrained panel of 30 untrained judges, Analysis of

variance Índicated that there were sÍgnificant differences

among hedonic scores and comparison of mean scores showed a

good discrimination among the samples. Texture played a

major role in determining acceptability of the samples. The

nost acceptable samples were the most, cohesive samples which

had small particles in the cotyledon. The least acceptab.Le

samples were the samples with the hardest and least cohesive

cotyledon and the largest particles in the cotyledon.

FIavor was Less inportant in determining acceptability of

the samples. Beans $¡ith the most intense beany flavor and
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aftertaste had only intermedÍate acceptabil-ity. Because

samples wíth Íntense flavor also had tough seed coats, it is
believed that the tough seed coat and the chewiness affected

the hedonic scores given to these sampl-es,

The final objective was to deterrnÍne the most Ínportant
sensory characteristics affecting acceptability of the

samples by xelating the resulls of the descriptive sensory

analysis and the acceptability test using multipLe

regression analysis. Prediction of hedonic scores based on

sensory attributes was carried. out using multiple regression

analysis, Stepwise procedure showed that good

predictabiLity was possible v¡Íth lhe two variable model,

based on scores for cotyledon partícJ.e size and chewiness,

The high coefficient of determination obtained from the

equation (0.91) indicated that the model accounted for 9lt
of the variation in the acceptance scores. Using the five
factors, a good prediction of acceptability can be achieved

112 = 0,88).

In the present study a good prediction was obtained

using two variables instead of the equation which included

the five factor scores, Because, it cannot be assumed that
the two variable modeL (particl-e size and chewiness) wilI
apply to all groups of beans or to different groups of

consumers, the evaluation of the five characteristics
identified using PCA factors is recommended.

The nurnber of sensory characterislics was appropriate,
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Nevertheless it should be possible to use fewer

characteristÍcs to evaluate bean acceptability, Fewer

characteristics would reduce tirne spent in training, and

coul"d make testing faster and easier,

The resuLts from this study suggests that a good

prediction of accept,ability based on attribute scores given

by a well-trained panel can be obtaÍned, By reducing the

amount of variables this testing will_ not demand an

excessive amount of time and resources,
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CHAPTER VI

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The use of five sensory attributes derived from PCA

factors (cotyledon particle síze, beany aftertaste,
seed coat toughness or chewiness, bitterness and

darkness of color) to evaluate the sensory quaLities of

black beans I should be validated using different
samples of black beans and different groups of

Guatemalan consumers.

Studies should be carried out to determine prediction

equations appropriate for different groups of

Guatemalan consumers! the Indian consumers living in
the highlands, the Ladino consumers Iiving in rural
areas, and the urban Ladino consuners.

Flavor characteristics shouJ-d be investigated using a

wider group of bean samples, to determine whether off-
flavors nay present problems to acceptance.

Physical tests that correlate weLl with appearance and

texture attribute scores as determined by the trained
paneLs, should be developed. Special altention shoul-d

be given to percent seed coat as a possible predictor

of bean quality.

a

3.

4.
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APPENDIX 1

Cuestionario
(Questionnaire )

l Informacidn Genera I
(cenera I Informatiãn ¡

l. Nonbre deÌ Àgri cu I tor:
( Farmer,s name )

2 , l,ocalizacicín del terreno: Munic-ip-io _(Land, s tocaLion ) lt"tunic-ipatiifr
Departamento
(Prov.ince )

II. Manejo Àgrono'rnico
(Àgrononical handling )

3. Origen de frijol que sembrd:
(Origin of beans you grow) criol.lo -- mejorado ]

( criollo ) ( improved )-
4 . Tipo de fri jol :

(Type of beans )

5 . Var.iedad de f ri jol:
(Variety of bean )

sueLo
(bush) (vinei

6, Ultima fecha de siembra: mes
fl,ast dare of sowing) (monrh)

ano
( year )

1 . Donde consiguicj la semilla?
(Where did you get the seed? )

B. Cantidad de semil.la utilizada:
(Ànlount of seed used )

9. Cuando empezcí a usar esta semil.la?
(when did you starr using that seedìJ

10. Por que uscí esta semil.Ia?
(Why did you use rhat seed?)

11, Usa fertilizante? s.i no(Did you use Éerrilizer? ) (yes ) (not-
tipo de fertiÌizante:
( type of ferrifizer)
cuando 1o utiliz¿?
(when did you apply it?;
cuanto usó?
( how rnuch d-id you applyi ¡
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i I1 . COSECI{À

12. En que fecha cosechd ese frijol? mes
(When did you harvest those beans?) (month)

ano
(year)

I3. Que hjzo con eI frijol que coseclró?
(What did you do with the beans you harvested?)

uti.lizo para consumo
(se-If ¿onsumption )

guarda
("""'"o 

::;ä¿
( sold then )

14. nor qué le gusta consumir este frijol?
(Why do you like to consume t.his kind of bean? )

t5. Corno era la calidad del frijol al mornento de la cosecha?
(How nas the quality of these beans after harvesting?)

t6. Que opinan las personas que Io compran, acerca de la calidad desu frijol? (What do Lhe custome¡s think about the beens vousell in terns of quality?)

I7, Seccj eÌ frijol despues de arrancarlo y/o cosecharÌo?
(Did you dry the beans after harvest?)

Si
(yes) (no)

18. 8n el proceso de secado incluydZ La planta completa 
-(f.¡hichpart'softhepìantwere(the1.¡holep1ãnt)

included in the drying process? ) vainas
( pods )
grano

(grains )

19. Donde secó? campo
(Where were the (field) _
beans dried ? ) galera _

{barn ) _
otro _

{other )
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20, Cuánto tiernpo secó ? dias
(For ho\.' Ìong did you dry the beans?) (days)

27. Guarda usted del frijol que cosecha? si no
(Do you store beans after harvest?) (yes) (no)

22. Oónde 1o guardo ?
(Where do you store Lhem?)

23. Que recipienle utiLizó?
(In what type of container do you store the beans?)

24. Corno guardó su frijol? Ìimpio
(How d-id you store lhe beans?) (clean-justcrl"r:::il

- (wÍth pods )

(i. :il"";ååi
25. Durante cuanto tienpo lo guardó? _- meses

(For how long did you sLore the beans?) (nonths )

26. Àgr:ego algun producLo a.L guardarlo? si no
(Did you add any product during storage?) (yes) (no)

2'7 . Que producto 
"g."9óZ(t¡hat did you add? )

28. Ha noLado si su frijol cambio de calidad si
despues que ha estado guardado? (Have you
not.iced any change in the quality of beans
you harvested after a period of storage? )

29. 8n quó ca rac terí s t ica s ?
(t'lhich characteristics were affected?) 

se endurece
{increases ha rdne s s ) -cambia sabor
(changes in f lavor )

cambia textura
(chânges in texture )

30. Que características tiene su frijol cuando esLa cocido?
(Which characteristics do your beans have when cooked?)
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Appendix 2

PHYS I C.AT, TESTS *

I, SEED WEIGHT

A, Definition
Average r.¡eight of 100 beans expressed in grams.

B. Appl-ication
Any kind of dry beans

C, Instruments
Analytical scale at 0, J-mg precision

D. Preparation of the samples
Randoml-y select 3 samples of 100 beans

E. Procedure
weigh 100 beans

F, Calculations
Mean values and standard deviations of the three
repetitions

Notes individual weight of 25 beans gives
more information about variability wÍthin the
sample than the weight from a group of 25 beans.

G, Reference val-ues:
Average weight of
co¡nmon black beans (g)

<0.193 = smalL size seed
from 0,193 to 0,21,7 = rnedium size seed

>0,217 = large size seed

II, PERCENT SEED COAT

A, Definition
Weight of dry seed coat of 25 beans reLated to the
weight of dry cotyLedons and seed coat expressed as a
percentage .

B. Application
ApplicabLe to any kind of dry beans,

C. Instruments
- Ana1ytíca1 scale aI 0.1n9 precision
- Vacuum oven, calibrated to 60oC and a pressure of 25nun
of Hg.

- Desiccator contaÍning chenical desiccant
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D, Procedure
- SeLect a representative anount of beans from the sample

to be analyzed.
- From the seLected amount take 3 random sampì.es of 25

beans each.
- Soak each sample overnight (16-18hrs) in luke warm

water, using approximately 50 ml of water.
- Dry the beans wíth a paper towel_ and separate the seed

coat from the cotyl_edon of each bean.
- Weigh the seed coats and cotyledons after cooling

down in a dessicator,

E. Cal-culations

t seed coat =

F, Reference values
< 8t

8.0 to 108
>108

Drv seed côât- wei.rhi- x 100
Who1e bean weight

= low contenÈ of seed coat
= medium content of seed coat
= hígh content of seed coat

III, VIATER ABSORPTION

À. Def inition
Ãmount of water absorbed by the bean seed during certain
period of time, expressed as a percentage of seed weight,

B, Appl-ication
npplicable to any kind of dry beans.

c, Instruments
Analytical scal_e with 0.1m9 precision

D, Procedure
- l¡eíght duplicate samples of 25 beans each
- Soak each sampJ.e in 75m1 dist,illed Luke warm water
- Every hour, during I hoursf take the sample out of

the soaking water, Dry the sampl-e, weigh it and put
it back in the soakiong water.

E. Cal-culations

I water absorption = W2 -W1 x 100
wl

Note! 4h water absorption is an adequate
measurement, to differentiate anong cultivars,
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!', Reference val-ues
Beans with tough seed coat = less than BOt water absorption
Beans with tender seed coat= more than 80t water absorplion

* (INCAP, 1986 ) ,
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Boleta con escalas hedonicas de 9 puntos para evaluar

Codigo

---Gusta ¡nuchi s imo

---Gusta Í¡ucho

---Guast moderada_
mente

---Gusta I igera-
nenÈe

---No gust¿ ni
disgusÈa

---Disgusta
ligeramente

---Disgusta
nodetadamente

---Disgusta
¡¡ucho

---Disgusta
muchis imo

Comentario

EVÀIUÀCION DE ÀCEPTÀBI LIDÀD DE
INSTRUCCIONES: À continuacion se presentan cinco muestras defrijot. Evåtudrtas sig'iendo et oiden frã"t ã'"iã.äåå. 

", ""boleta. ìâs stguientes ftuestras, e indiquecuanto .le qL¡stan o disoùisian; chegueôndo t;-;å.;.;;;i"" qr"u6ted con6idere mas apiopiada en .áa" ä."oiã.-e!ç!J',!r
Codigo

---Gusta r¡¡uchis imo

---Gusta mucho

---Gusta rnoderada_
nente

---custa I igera-
¡nente

---No gusta ni
di sgus ta

---Di6gusta
ligeramente

---Di6gt¡sta
rnoderadamente

---Disgusta
nucho

- --Disgustô
¡riuchisi¡no

Comentario

aceptabilidad de frijol negro

Nombre:

Fecha:

Codigo Codi go
---Gusta muchisino _-_Gusta muchis i¡no

---Gusta nucho __-GusÈô ¡nucho

---Gusta moderada- ___Gusta moderada_mente nent.e
---Gusta ligera_ ___Gusta l igêra_f¡ente mette
---No gusta ni ___No gusta nidisgust.a disgus ca
---Disgus¡a -__Disgustaligeramente ligeramenÈe
---Disgusta ___Disgusra

moderadanentê ¡nodãradamente
---Disgusta --_Disgr¡s canucho mucho
---Disgusta ___Disgus Eanuchisimo muchis imo

Coment¿rr o Comcntario

(lodigo

---custa mLrch.i s i tììo

---Gusta mùcho

---Gusta moderada -
mente

---Gusta ligerð_
n¡ente

---No gusta ni
d-i sgus La

---Disgusta
ligeramente

---Di sgusta
moderadamente

- --Di sgusta
nucho

---Disgust¿i
¡nuch i s i¡no

Conen ta ri o

P



2.

l.

4.

Degree of spl-itting

Beany f lavor

Beany a ftertaste

Bitterness

Particle size

Hardness

Cohes ivenes s

Slurry 2tI
Smai.I: Precooked bean f l-our
milled t.hrough mesh #20 and
sifÈed on sieve >100 mesh
screen, S1urry 3¡1
v¡ater3flour.

Hard! Bush P bean (Tamazulapa
1981) cooked for 3h,
Not hard: PIain proces sed
cheese "Apericube" La Vache
Quiri!, L/2 cube per person.

Cohesive: plain processed
cheese "Apericube" La Vache
Quirit, L/2 cube per person,
Not cohesive ! Graham crackers
2-lcmJ cube per person,

Chewy: No reference
Not chewyr No reference
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Àppendix 4

END PO]NT STÀNDÄRDS FOR DESCRIPTIVE ÂNALYSTS SCÀIES

C¡IARACTERIST]C END POINT STÀNDARDS

Darkness of col-or Dark¡ Bush p beans
(Tamazulapa 1981) cooked for
L,ight: Bush f beans from
Jutiapa cooked for L ,5h,

Photographs with 100t and 0t
split beans,

Strong! Bush N bean from
Jalapa cooked for 2hI5' and
soaked overnight in its broth.
Weak: no reference

Strong! no reference
Weak: no reference

Bitter: caffeine sol-ution
0 , 003M
Not bitter! No reference

Larges Precooked bean f Iour
mil-led through a #20 mesh
screen and sifted on sieve >35
mesh screen.
water3ffour.

9, Chewines s
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Appendix 4 continued.,.,,
10. Seed coat toughness Tough! Navy beans ,,Chapin"

cooked for th50,
Tender: No reference



CÃRÀCTER] STICA

Oscuridad de coìor

Proporcion de granos
reventado s

Sabor a Fri joL

Sabor residual a fri joI

Sabor amargo

Tanano de particula

7, Dureza

158

REF ERENC ]A

Oscuro: Frijol de suelo "P"
(TamazuJ-apa 1981) cocido por
3.5h,
Claro: FriJoI de suelo "I" de
Jutiapa, cocido por 1 .5h.

Fotografias con 100t y 0t
granos reventados.

fntenso3 Frijol de sueLo "N"
de Jalapa, cocido por 2h L5min
y renojado en su caldo durante
una noche.
Suave! No se uso referencia

Intensor No sê uso
referencia.
Suave: No se uso referencia,

Àmargo: sol-ucÍon de cafeina
0.003M.
No amargos No se uso
referencia.

Granuloso: Harina de f ri joJ.,
precocida, molida en mesh #20
y tarnizada en tamÍz >35.
MezcIa 23L agua ¡harina,
Fino: Harina de f ri joI,
precocida, molida en mesh #20
y tamizada en tarniz >100.
Mezc1a 3: J. agua : harina .

Duro I Fri jol de sueÌo " p "
(Tamazulapa 1981 ) cocido por
3h.
Suave:
"Apericube " ,L,a Vache Quirit,
1/2 cubito por persona.

Appendix 4

REFERENC]AS REPRESENTÀNTES DE EXTREMOS DE ES CA].,ÀS
USADAS EN å,NATISIS DESCRIPT]VO

3.

6.

Queso procesado



L Cohes ividad

9, MasticabiLidad

10. Dureza de cascara
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Cohesivo: Queso procesado
"Apericube", La Vache Quirit.1/2 cubito por persona.
No cohesivo: GaIIetas Graham,
2 cubitos de lcm c/D por
pers ona .

No se uso referencia

Dura ! FrijoI blanco marca
"Chapin", cocido por th 50
min,
Suaver No se uso referencia.
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AppendÍx 5

GeneraL instructions for evaluation of appearance/
flavor and texture of bÌack beans

Darknes s of col-or :

Degree of splitting:

Beany flavorl

Beany a ftertaste !

Bitternes s !

Hardnes s :

Particle size:

Establish Íf the color the sample
is closer t.o the white or to the
bJ.ack (dark brown). Open the petri
dish, compare the sample with the
standard and eval-uate the
intensity of darkness of color,
Estimate the percentage of split
beans in each sample (do not count
them). lnclude only the beans that
have the cotyledon broken in the
midd 1e .

Evaluate the intensity of beany
f J-avor, which is dÍfferent from
mild or bIand, PIace 3 beans in
your mouth, chew them and evaluate
this characterist,ic.

SwalLow the sanple used for the
above evaluation (beany flavor) and
evaluate the intensity of
aftertaste which is left in the
mouth after the sample is
swa I lowed ,

Place 3 beans in your mouth¡ chew
them, move them towards the back of
your tongue. Evaluate the presence
of bitlerness in each sample.

Bite down once with the molar t,eeth
on the sampl-e of beans ( 2 beans )and evaluate the force required to
penetrate the sanple.

Chew the sample (2 beans ) for 2-3
chews between the moLar teeth/ and
then rub the cotyledon between the
tongue and palate and assess the
size of the parlicLes which are
most apparent,

Chew the sample (2 beans ) for 2
chews between the molar teeth.
Then evaluate how easy the beans
break apart in smaLLer particles,

Cohesiveness:
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Appendix 5 continued

Skin toughness !

Chewiness:

Separate the skin from the
cotyJ-edon by biting the beans (2
beans ) between the molar teeth and
rubbing the cotyledon out between
the tongue and palate, Then
evaLuate the force required to bite
t.hrough the skin with the front
Ëeeth ,

Place a sarnple of beans (2 beans )in your mouth and chew at a
constant rate (1 chew per second),
counting the number of chews until
the sample is ready for swallowing.
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À,ppendix 5

TNSTRUCCIONES GENERÃLES PÄRA EVÄ¡UACION AP.ARIENC]A, SABOR Y
TEXTURÀ DE FRIJOL NEGRO

Oscuridad de Color

Granos Reventados

Sabor a Fri j oI

Sabor Residual
a FrijoJ.

Sabor.Amargo

Dure z a

Establecer si el- color de l_a muestra
esta cerca deI bLanco o negro (cafe
oscuro), Destapar Ia caja/ comparar
con el estandar y evaluar Ia
intensidad de color oscuro.

De acuerdo a su crÍterio, estime el"
porcentaje de granos reventados en La
muestra ( no l-os cuente ) . Inc.Iuye solo
aquellos granos que tienen eI
cotil-edon rajado transversalmente.

Ponga una muestra de 3 granos en su
boca, mastiquelos y evalue la
intensidad de sabor (a frijol) que es
diferente de blando o insipido,

Trague La rnuestra que util-izo en Ia
evaluacion anterior y evalue Ia
intensidad de sabor residuaÌ que queda
despues de tragar l-a muestra,

Ponga una muestra de frijol (3) en su
boca, mastiquelos, muevalos hacia Ia
parte posterior de Ia lengua y evalue
Ia presencia de sabor amargo.

Ponga una muestra de 2 friJols en su
bocaf mastiquelos una sola vez con las
mueslas y evalue la fuerza requerida
para penetrar La muestra,

Tamano de PartÍcul-a ponga 2 frijoJ.es en la boca,
mastiquelos con Las muelas (2 o 3
veces ) , sobe eI cotil_edon entte Ia
Ìengua y el paladar y estime el tamano
de particulas que sobresale.



Dureza de câscâra

Cohesividad

Masticabi lÍdad
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Separe Ia cascara del cotiLedon
rnordiendo con Ias mueLas una muestrê
de 2 granos, saque eI cotil_edon de Ia
cascara, llevandolos a la lengua, pase
la cascara ya soÌa a Ia parte de
adelante, evaLue l-a fuerza requerida
para partie la cascara mordÍendo con
Los dientes incisivos (de1 frente).

Tome una nuestra de 2 granos
frijol, maslique 2 veces y evalue
facilidad con que Ias particuLas
disgregan.

Ponga una muestra de frijol (2) en su
boca y mastiquelo a una velocidad
constante (1 masticadas por segundo),
cuente el nunero de masticadas hasta
que la muestra este lista para
tragarse.

de
la
SE



Appendix 6

Nonbre

fecha

ÀXÀLISIS DESCRIPTIVO DE FRIJOL NEGRO
EVÀ¡UÀCTON DE ÀPÀRIENCIÀ

ORDEN DE EVÀ¡UÀC ION:

OSCURIDÀD DE COLOR

R

cLa ro

g GRÀNOS REVENTÀDOS

os cu!o

0s 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10os
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Appendix 6 continued ...

EVÀ¡UÀCION DE SÀ¡OR Y TEXTURÀ

Orden de EVÀLUÀCION

INÎENSIDÀÐ DE SÀTOR
À FRIJOL

S uave

SÀBOR RES I DUÀ¡
À FR¡JOL

f ue ¡te

Suôve

DUREZÀ

No duro

TÀTÀNO DE PÀRTICULÀ

R

extremadanente
duro

FINÀ

COHES IVIDÀD
DEL COÎILEDON

no cohes ivo extremadamente
cohes i vo



Appendix 6 continued ...

DUREZÀ DE CÀSCÀ¡À

Suave

NU}fERO DE MÀSTICÀDÀS

0r23{5678910 11 t2 13 14 15 16 r? 18 Lg 20 21 22 23 24

tremadanente
anargo



Appendix 7

ÄNOV¿, F-VÃJ,UES FOR PANELIST EFFECT ON EVAI.UÀTIONS
OF THE BLTND CONTROL SA.¡.,IPLE

CharacterÌstics F-vaIue

Darkness of color

Degree of splitting
Beany fLavor

Beany aftertas!e
Bitternes s

Particl-e size

Hardne s s

Cohesivenes s

Seed coat toughnes s

Chewine s s

3 , 4 5a

5,654

3.42a

3,744

6 .474

3 . 7 3a

3.07b

3.404

3.854

19.614

asignificant at p<0.001
bsignificant at p<0. O1



Appendix 7 continued,

ÀNOVA F-VÃTUES FOR SESSION EFFECT ON EVÀLUÂTIONS
OF THE BLIND CONTROL SA.I"IPLE

Characteristics F -va l- ue

Darkness of coi.or

Degree of splitting

Beany flavor
Beany aftertaste
Bitternes s

Particle size

Hardness

Cohes iveness

Seed coaÈ toughness

Chewiness

2.15b

0,86

7.79

l. bl

0.41

r,26

0.69

1.03

1.39

0 .20

b-significant. at p<0.01


